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INTRODUCTION 
" ... We maintaln that the va!ue of two moneys may 
dlverge ... because of scarc!ty and need . 
... [ other thlngs belng equa!] ln countrles where 
there ls a great scarc!ty of money al! other 
saleable goods, and even the hands and !abour of 
men, are glven for !ess money than where !t Ls 
abundant. Thus we see by experlence that ln 
France, where money ls scarcer than ln Spaln, 
bread, cloth, and !abour are worth much !ess ... 
The reason for thls is that money is worth more 
where and when it ls scarce than where and when 
it ls abundant". 
(Azp!!cueta Navarro, 1556, p. 8; quoted from 
Grlce-Hutchlnson, 1952, pp. 91, 92,.and 95). 
"At the present stage of development in economlcs 
it ls probably an advantage to have different 
groups !ook at the same problem from different 
viewpoints, so that thelr mode!s and conc!uslons 
can be compared and posslbly then form the basis 
for a new compresslve mode!U. (Granger, 1990, p. 
1) 
the adoption of relatlvely free floating exchange rates In 
1970s, the world has witnessed extreme volatIJity In bilateral 
rates and large and perslstent Internatlonal payments 
whlch have made the understanding of the forelgn exchange 
market of central Importance. 
The search for an acceptable model to explaln the movement of the 
nominal exchange rate In terms of other macroeconomic variables has led 
to an extenslve IIterature on exchange rate modelling. Thls theoretical 
IIterature does not rest on a fully speclfled macroeconomic framework 
that captures all the major exchange rate Influences and transmisslon 
mechanisms, attentlon belng focused on certaln relatlonships whlle 
excludlng others. 
In contrast with the "tradltional flow" model, whlch focuses on the 
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demand and supply f10ws in the foreign exchange market, a new class of 
macroeconomic models have been proposed to explain movements in exchange 
rates during the recent experience with a regime of flexible exchange 
rates (or more precisely, a regime of managed f1oat). They are the asset 
market models. In their analytical framework, exchange rate behavlor is 
looked at from the point of view of Its role in clearing relative 
demands for stocks of domestic and foreign assets rather than in terms 
of clearing international trade flows of goods and servlces -emphasis 
is therefore put on the capital account of the balance of payments 
rather than on the current account. Within the asset market approach, 
two kind of modeis can be distingished. One is the "monetary" model, 
which looks solely at the supply and the demand for money in each 
country. The other is the "portfolio-balance" model, whlch extends the 
analysis explicitly to include other assets. 
tJ¡is paper considers the theoretical derivatlon of the reduced-form 
exchange rate equations which are representative of thls klnd of models, 
their econometric reduced-form empirical evidence for the 1970s and 
1980s, and sorne extensions of the basic models. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 briefly dlscusses the 
traditional f10w model for comparative purposes. In Sections 2 and 3 we 
develop the basic asset-models of exchange-rate determinatlon: the 
monetary model (in both its f1exible-price and sticky-price versions) 
and the portfolio-balance models, respectively.Seccions 4 and 5 examine 
the evidence relating to various formulations of those models, as well 
as discuss sorne theoretlcal extensions of such models (which have 
previously remained dlspersed) In an attempt to improve their 
performance. Sectlon 6 considers the synthesis of the monetary and 
portfolio approaches to exchange-rate determinatlon. In Section 4 we 
examine the evidence on the predictive performance of sorne asset-market 
models. Section 7 studies the role of the "news" in exchange rate 
determination. In the concluding sectlon we summarize the salient 
findings in the literature. 
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1. -THE TRADITIONAL FLOW MODEL. 
The traditional f10w model (TFM) has a long traditlon In 
International economlcs, dating back to the contributions of Harberger 
(1950), Laursen and Metzler (1950), Machlup (1955), and Meade (1951l. 
This approach was then further developed by the wrltings of 
(1962), Johnson (1958), McKinnon and Oates (1966), Mundell 
Pearce (1961), and Tslang (1961l, to name but a few. 
Flemlng 
(1968), 
In the simplest verslon of the model (the balance-of -payments 
modell, the exchange rate Is vlewed as the prlce whlch brlngs Into 
equilibrlum the supply of and the demand for domestic currency payments 
arislng from internatlonal trade of goods, servlces and financial 
assets. The model can be formulated with the help of equation (I.Il: 
• • • BOP=T(SP /P, y/y )-CO-I )=0, (1.1) 
where the servlce account Is ignored for the sake of exposltional 
simpllcity. BOP denotes the balance of payments. T Is the trade balance 
(or net exports), whlch is assumed to be determlned by the. relative 
• price of forelgn goods In terms of domestic goods, SP /P, and the 
• relative income levels at home and abroad, y/y ; where S is the exchange 
rate (deflned as the domestic currency price of foreign exchange), P is 
the price level, Y is real income, and an asterisk denotes a forelgn 
variable. The capital account is represented by e, wlth a posltlve 
value of e assoclated wlth net a capital outflow ( 1. e., a net purchase 
• of forelgn bonds). e depends on the interest rate dlfferential (H). 
Domestlc and forelgn bond s are assumed to share the same characterlstlcs 
In terms of IIquidity, maturity, default risk, pollticai risk, etc. In 
addition, it Is assumed that there are no anticipated exchange rate 
changes. 
Equation (1.1) simply states that the sum of the current and 
capital accounts of the balance of payments must, with a f10atlng 
exchange rate, be zero (that Is, any current-account imbalance is just 
matched by a net capital f10w in the opposite direction). 
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With the exchange rate assumed to clear the foreign exchange 
market, equation (l.!) can be sol ved for S to yield 
• • • S=S(Y/Y , P/P , H ) (1.2) 
Therefore, In this framework the exchange rate depends on the 
relatlve levels of Income at home and abroad, relative price levels and 
the Interest-rate differentiaJ. We will expect the followlng partial 
derlvatlves: S/O, Sp)O, and SI <o. An Increase in domestic income 
relatlve to foreign income (because of, say, an autonomous Increase in 
spending) will worsen the current account and thus require an offsettlng 
depreciation of the exchange rate; an Increase in domestic prices 
relative to foreign prlces leads to a preclsely offsettlng depreclation; 
finally, an increase In the Interest-rate differential leads to an 
appreciation. 
The model poslts various degrees of substitution between forelgn 
and domestlc assets, from zero capital mobillty to the Mundellian 
assumptlon of perfect capital mobility (namely, that interest rates must 
be the same at home and abroad). An increase in the domestic interest 
rate, with no change In the forelgn interest rate, is predlcted to cause 
a net capital Inflow that results in an appreciatlon of the exchange 
rateo 
The role of capital flows in the determination of exchange rates 
hlghlighted by the balance-of-payments model is also adopted by the 
influential analysis that was origlnated wlth the pathbreaking series of 
articies by Robert Mundell and John Marcus Fleming in the early 1960s 
(see Mundell, 1962, 1963; and Flemlng, 1962). They Incorporate the 
balance-of-payments equation (1.1) into the macroeconomlc framework of 
interest rate and output determinatlon, argulng that changes In exchange 
rates affect competltiveness. 
The so-called Mundel-FJeming model for a small open economy can be 
expressed by means of the followlng equations: 
(1.3) 
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" " Y=E(Y, i )+T( SP /P , Y/Y), (l.4) 
" " " BOP=T(SP /P, y/y )+C(i-i )=0, (l.S) 
where M Is the nominal quantity of monery. Equation (1.3) is the 
money-market equilibrium equation, equating supply of and demand for 
real balances. Money demand depends negatively on the interest rate and 
positively on a transaction variable, proxied by domestic output. 
Equation (1.4) is the goods-market equilibrium equation. Domestic 
prlvate absorption (expressed in terms of domestic goods) plus the trade 
balance surplus (expressed In terms of domestic output) equals domestic 
production. Private absorption depends on income and the interest rateo 
Equation (1.5) reproduces the balance-of-payments equation (l.!). 
There is no equation for labour market equilibrium since nominal 
wages and prices are kept fixed. By Walras's Law, if the economy is in 
equilibrium [as expressed In equations (1.3) to (1.5»), It will 
necessary imply that the domestic bondsmarket is al so in equilibrium. 
Given Y ano i, the exchange rate is determined by the goods market 
at the value which sets T=Y-E. Thus from the goods-market equlllbrium 
condition (1.4) we obtain the following expresslon for the exchange rate 
" " 5=5'0, Y/Y , P/P ). (1.6) 
The model is illustrated in Figure 1.1 for the case of perfect 
capital mobility and st"atic expectations, which imply i=I"I. In Figure 
1.1 we plot a domes tic goods-market equllibrium curve (IS), a 
domestic-money market equilibrlum curve (LM), a trade-balance 
equillbrium curve (BT), a capital flow function (FE), and a 
domestic-income-equals-domestic-expenditure curve (YY). 
1 
th. 
s •• 
See Larrer and 
Mundell-rJemlng 
also Branson 
ratlonal expectatlons. 
Miles (1982, Ch. 16) tor a dlagrammatlcal exposltlon of 
model under dlrrerent degrees ol capItal moblllty. 
and Bulter (1983) and Wlnters (1985) tor the case of 
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The predicted effects of changes in the exogenous variables on the 
exchange rate are as follows: 
" c An increase In Y. This case can be lIIustrated In Figure 1.2. The 
initial equilibrium is at Qo' An increase In foreign real Income changes 
exports and shifts the IS and BT curves to the right to I'S' and B'T'. 
They necessarily intersect along the line YY. Since the LM curve has not 
changed, the equilibrium moves from Q to Q. At point Q there is an o ¡ ¡ 
Inclplent balance-of-payments surplus, therefore the exchange rate 
appreciates. The fall in S shifts the I'S', FE and B'T' curves to the 
left to IS, FE and BT (the shift to the left of the FE curve leaves It 
unchanged, slnce It Is horizontal). The final equllibrlum, therefore, Is 
at polnt Qo' The expansionary effect of the increase in foreign real 
Income is completely offset by the fall in S. 
" c An increase in P. The effects of an increase in the foreign prlce 
• level can also be lIIustrated In Figure 1.2. An increase in P shifts 
the IS and BT curves to the right to I'S' and B'T', thelr intersection 
moving along YY. With unchanged S, the goods market and money market are 
In equlllbrium at Q. At this point, however, there is an Inclpient ¡ 
balance-of-payments surplus. Consequentiy, the exchange rate appreclates 
(l. e., S fallsl, shlftlng I'S', FE and B'T' to the left to IS, FE and 
BT. The final equilibrium is at Qo' 
." c An increase in ¡. Figure 1.3 lIIustrates this case. An increase in 
the interest rate abroad shifts the FE curve upwards to F'E'. At the 
initlal equilibrium, Qo' there is an incipient balance-of-payments 
deficlt, so S Increases (depreciatesl, shifting the IS, F'E' and BT to 
the rlght to I'S', F'E' and B'T'. The equlllbrium is now at Q¡. 
c Changes In domestic variables have symmetrlcal effects. An Increase in 
domestlc real Income or In domestic price level leads to an 
exchange-rate depreciatlon. 
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The MundelJ-Flemlng model has been the focus of a number of 
critical attacks, sorne of them fundamental. The maln theoretical 
criticism of the traditional flow model is directed at its impllcations 
for the asset market2• The model predlcts that an exchange rate could be 
Jn equJlibrium when a country Is runnlng a current-account deficit if 
the domestic interest rate is hlgh enough to maintain an offsetting net 
capital inflow. Thls implies that with a constant interest differential, 
there is a steady" potentlally infinlte accumulation of domestic assets 
by foreigners. No account is given of how the portfollos of foreigners 
are brought into equilibrium. It neglects the debt-service payments (and 
also the "crowding out" of domestic investmentl associated with 
short-term capital inflows. Unless the current-account balance is 
restored to some sort of sustainable equilibrium, mounting foreign debt 
(or interest-income payments to foreigners) will aggravate future 
imbalances on current account. 
Moreover, by emphasizing flows, this model neglects two types of 
relationshlps between stocks and flows. Firstly, it neglects accounting 
relationships, since internatlonal financial flows add to stocks of 
claims and JiabJlities; and secondly, it neglects behavioral 
relationships, since, ceter!s par!bus, the larger Is a country's stock 
of claims on the outslde world, the smaller will be the incentive to add 
to that stock (see Allen and Kenen, 1978; and Purvis, 1985). 
Finally, the lack of any role for exchange-rate expectations, the 
nonexistence of spillover effects of depreciation into domestic prices, 
and the absence of any dynamics are polnted out by Dornbusch (1976) as 
further llmltations of the traditional flow model3 • 
2 f'or a crlt1clsm of the tradltlonal rlow modo!, seo Musa&. (1976). 
3 Turnovsky (1977) extends the Mundell-Flemlng model to allow for th. 
dynamles atemmlng trom the Interactlon between stocks and Clows ond to 
conslder debt-servlce payments. The analysls, however. l. conducted In 
on Integrated modol concelved to deal with broader lssucs, ond not 
especlflcally devoted to the determlnaUon of the exchange rateo 
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2. -THE MONET ARY MODELS. 
Basically. the monetary approach to the analysis of exchange rates 
may be vlewed as the counterpart to the monetary approach to the balance 
of payments. These approaches emphasize the role of money In determinlng 
the balance of payments under a regime of flxed exchange rates and in 
determining the exchange rate under a reglme of flexible exchange rates. 
Thelr intellectual orlglns can be traced back to David Hume's wrltlng on 
money. but the modern forms evolved from the contributions of Dornbusch. 
4 Frenkel. Johnson. Mundell. Mussa. Polak. and Swoboda. among others . 
Wlthln the monetary approach to exchange rate determination. two 
models comprlsing different special assumptions may be distinguished: 
1) the "flexible-prlce" monetary model (FPMM). and 
Ji) the "stlcky-price" monetary model (SPMM). 
Both have relative demands for and supplles of money as the 
principal determlnant of exchange rates. Changes in the stock of other 
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assets have nopirect Impact on. the exchange rate . Domestlc and forelgn 
assets . are viewed as essentially perfect substitutes in investors' 
portfolios. and barrlers to instantaneous adjustments of portfollos are 
assumed to be unexistlng. If two assets are perfect substltutes. then 
their relatlve prlce is constant and they can be aggregated uslng the 
Hlcks aggregation theorem. reducing the number of asset we need to 
conslder In the models. 
In contrast to the traditional flow modelo in which the exchange 
rate Is determined by trade and capital flows. these models assert that 
the equlllbrlum exchange rate depends on the stock-equllibrlum 
4 
For detalla 
deterrnlnatlon, 
6 As Frenkel 
on 
••• 
the orlgtos oC the 
Frenkel (1976). 
and Mussa 0985, p. 724) 
alternative 
that they 
money". 
IlSsets 
alter 
result In exchange 
the varlous rates of 
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monetary approach 
remark IIchanges 
rate changes only 
roturo whlch arreet 
In 
to exchange-rate 
the stock s oC 
to the extent 
the demand rOl' 
condltlons in the money market of each country. 
2.1.- THE FLEXIBLE-PRICE MONETARY MODEL. 
2.1.1.-The FrenkeZ-Mussa-BiLson modeZ 6• 
This model adopts three radically slmplifylng assumptlons.First, it 
is assumed that money markets are continuously In equilibrium. The 
second assumptlon Is that purchasing power parlty holds and Is expected 
to continue to do so; that Is, it Is assumed that all prlces are 
perfectly flexible. The last assumption Is that there is perfect capital 
mobility and that the rlsk premlum is zero 7; then, Irrespective of 
relative asset supplies, the nominal interest-rate dlfferential between 
foreign and domestic asset returns always equals the expected rate of 
appreciation of the domestic currency (Le., uncovered interest rate 
parlty holdsl, and asset holders are indifferent as to the composltion 
of their portfolios between assets denominated in different currencies. 
Consider flrst the equilibrlum In the money market. Let us assume 
that the demand for money is of the Cagan (1956l functional form: 
L =NY <pexP(-Ai l, 
111 
• 
• •• ti> • L =N Y exp( -Ai l, 
111 
where L Is the stock of real balances demanded; Y is the level of real 
Income; <P and A represent the money demand elasticlty wlth respect to 
income and the money demand semielasticity with respect to the interest 
• rate, respectlvely; and N and N are parameters. Note that, for 
slmplicity, we have assumed that the elastlcities In the real-balance 
• • demands are Identlcal between countries (Le., <P=<P and A=A; 
6 See ,renkel (1976), Mu ... (1976), and BlIson (1978., 1978b, 19780). 
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that wealth-holders are 
averse. that exchange 
offset and dlverslrled 
Indl(Cerent 
rlsks faced 
away. 
this 
lo 
by 
simplifying assumption, adopted in most empiricai estimatlons to avoid 
multicollinearity, will be later relaxed). 
The supplies of domestic and foreign real balances are M /P and 
• • t t 
M t /P t' where M and P denote the nominal money supply and the prlce 
level, respectlvely. Assuming instantaneous adJustment in the demand for 
real balances to changes in real income and nominal interest 
ratews, equllibrium in the money market is attained when: 
and 
or, equival entl y, 
M /P =NY </>exP(-Ai ), 
t t t t 
and 
• • •• ti> • M t /P t =N Y t exp ( - A i t)' 
Taking logarithms In the aboye expressions we obtain 
m -p =n+q,y -Ai , t t t t (2.lJ 
• • • • • m -p =n +q,y -A i , t t t t (2.2) 
where lower-case variables denote logarirthms (except the interest 
• • rates) and where n=logN and n =logN . 
From equatlons (2.1) and (2.2), the difference between the 
logarithm of domestic and foreign price leveis may be expressed in terms 
of the logarithm of domestic and foreign money supplles and the 
iogarithm of variables (other than prices) and parameters which enter 
the respective demand function for domestic and foreig money: 
•• • • • (Pt-P t)=(n -n)+(mt-m t)-</>(Yt-y t)+A(it-i / (2.3) 
Thus relative prices are influenced by relative mivements in money 
supplies, income, and interest rates. 
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In its absolute verslon, PPP theory establlshes a relatlonship 
between the exchange rate S (expressed as the home currency price of a 
unlt of forelgn exchange), and the ratio of domestlc and foreign prlces 
• (P and P , respectively), so that 
or, taklng logarithms, 
• 
St=(Pt -p / (2.4) 
Its impllcatlon ls that the higher the domestic prlce level relatlve to 
the foreign prlce level, the hlgher must be the exchange rate in order 
to retaln purchasing power parity between domestic and foreign 
currencies. 
The uncovered interest-rate-parity assumption can be wrltten as 
follows: 
(2.5) 
• where A denotes the dlfference operator (1. e., Ax =x -x ) and s the 
t t t-l t 
natural logarlthm of the expected exchange rateo Comparable interest 
bearing assets denominated in different currencies are assumed to be 
perfect substitutes, and both portfollo preferences and influences on 
supplles of interest-bearlng assets such as bond-financed fiscal pollcy, 
sterlllzed lntervention in the foreign exchange market, and current 
account imbalances lose any influence they might otherwlse exert. 
Comblnlng (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain the followlng reduced-form 
equation of spot exchange rate determination: 
• • • • s =(n -n)+(m -m )-¡I>(y -y )+;>'(1 -i ). 
t t t t t· t t 
(2.6) 
Note once more that in derivlng equation (2.6) lt is assumed that the 
domestic demand for money has identical elasticitles to those of the 
demand for domestic currency. This is the conventional formulation of 
the demand for money whlch impllcitly asserts that domestic resldents 
hold only domestlc currency balances and residents abroad hold only 
forelgn currency balances. 
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Equatlon (2.6) implies three testable hypotheses: (a) the 
eoeffieient on the relative money supply Is positlve and unity; (b) the 
eoeffieient on the relatlve real Ineome term is negatlve; and (e) the 
eoefflelent on the relatlve Interest rate Is positive. Henee the partlal 
effeets of these variables are predleted as fol1ows: 
o An inerease In the domestie money supply, whleh results In an 
initial exeess money supply, immedlately drives priees up in the same 
proportlon and henee, through the purchasing power parlty eondltlon, the 
exehange rate depreelates in that proportlon. 
o An inerease In domestie real Ineome causes exeess money demand 
that, wlth fixed money supply, results in a reduetlon in domestle priees 
and, through the purchasing power parity, leads to an exehange-rate 
appreeiatlon. 
o An inerease In the domestie interest rate, whieh Is assumed to 
refleet hlgher expeeted Inflation, lowers money demand, ralses prlees, 
and depreelates the exehange rateo 
o Changes in forelgn variables have symmetrleal effects. The 
domestie exehange rate is appreelated by a rlse in foreign money supply, 
by a reduetion In foreign real ineome, and by an inerease In the forelgn 
Interest rateo 
Note that, although the monetary approaeh foeuses on monetary 
equl1lbrlum, movements In real variables (e. g. ehanges in 011 prlees, 
net exports, or eonsumption and saving behavlor) are refleeted In the 
relative real ineome variable. If sueh movements affeet real ineome, 
they will alter the level of money demand and have a predietable effect 
on the exehange rateo Note also that IIke the traditional flow model, 
the flexible-prlee monetary model prediets that ehanges in real Ineome 
and Interest rates affect the exehange rateo However, the effects are In 
the opposite dlrection, slnee the f1exlble-price monetary model asserts 
that rapld eeonomlc growth and a low Interest rate should cause the 
exchange rate to appreelate. As Savllle (1980) points out, the 
differences In predletlons from the FPMM and the TFM come from the fact 
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that neither of the models is a fully specified general equilibrlum 
model of the open economy. 
Bilson (l979b) argues that the apparent conflict arising in the 
relationship between the exchange rate and the lnterest rate term may be 
resolved by a full speciflcation of the determinants of the interest 
rateo In the monetary approach, capital markets are generally assumed to 
be fully integrated, so that nominal interest rate differentials reflect 
primarily differences in expected inflation rates or, through the 
purchasing power parity condition, expectation of a depreciation of the 
domestic currency. In contrast, the traditional f10w approach as sumes 
sorne degree of capital market segmentation, at least in the short run, 
so that monetary policy may have an independent influence on the real 
rate of interest. On the other hand, the conflict arising from the 
predictions about the effect of an increase in the level of real income 
on the exchange rate would require a specification of how the increase 
in the level of real income was brought about. The argument in the 
monetary approach is not that higher levels of real income will not 
create a current account deficit (as predicted by the traditional f10w 
approach), but that any current account deficit will be dominated by an 
inclpient capital account surplus brought about by the Increase in the 
demand for money. Bilson (J979b) argues that the monetary model would 
appear to be correct if the increase in the level of real income was due 
to real factors, such as populatlon growth, capital account 
developments, or debt f1nanced government expenditure and that the 
traditional f10w model would be correct if the central bank offsets the 
effect of higher real income on the capital account through a policy of 
monetary expansiono 
An obvious problem with equation (2.6) is the presumed exogeneity 
of the interest differential. This assumption does not seem reasonable 
because of the high degree of integration between the securities and 
foreign exchange markets. By substltuting (2.5) into (2.6), we sol ve 
this problem, expressing the exchange rate as follows: 
• • • e S =(n -n)+(m -m J-¡p(y -y )+AlIs. t t t t t t (2.7) 
Equation (2.7) ststes that the exchange rate that yields equilibrium in 
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the foreign exchange market at time t is affected not only by the basic 
factors of supply and demand for money, but also by the expected rate of 
change of the exchange rate which motivates domestic and foreign 
residents to move assets either Into or out of forelgn exchange 
dependlng on whether the prlce of forelgn exchange is expected to rise 
or fallo 
2.1.2.- The Equitibrium Rationa! Expectations model. 
The Interest rate arbltrage condition (2.5) explicitly introduces 
expectations of the future exchange rate Into the monetary modei, and 
alters the estimating equation. 
From the PPP assumption (2.4), agents in the economy wouid 
anticipate exchange rates to change according to the anticipated 
differential in the rates of domestic and foreign inflation: 
e -As =rr -7r , 
t t t 
(2.8) 
where 1l and 
respectively. 
-
1l denote expected domestic and foreign inflation, 
Substitution of (2.8) into (2.7) then gives 
-s =z +A(ll -1l ), t t t t (2.9) 
- --where we have assumed that n = n and where z=(m-m )-q,(y-y ). Equation 
(2.9) states that, everything eise being constant, h!gher domestic 
anticlpated inflatlon tends to 
currency. The higher anticipated 
higher domestic nominal lnterest 
depreciate 
inflation 
rates, 
the 
will 
which 
va! ue of domestic 
be associated with 
consequentiy reduce 
domestic money demand and require a reduction in the value of domestic 
currency to sustain asset market equilibrium. 
Alternatively, Bllson (I979a) argues that the expected value of the 
rate of depreciation of the exchange rate may be interpreted as the 
forward premium in the exchange rate, a!gebralcally: 
• bs =f -s , 
t t t 
(2.10) 
where f is the iogarithm of the forward exchange rate over the period 
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• equal to the maturlty of the assets to whlch and I correspondo 
The necessary assumptions are that the forward rate is determined 
by profit maximizing speculators who offer, In aggregate, an infinitely 
elastic supply of forward contracts at a price equal to the expected 
future spot prlce. and that the speculators are ratlonal, which implies 
that their expected rate of depreciation is equal to the rate predlcted 
by the model itself. 
Substitution of equation (2.10) into (2.7) yields 
or, solvlng for s, 
Equations (2.11) and 
reflected in a fall in 
appreclation as well. 
(2.10 
1 :>. 
St= /O+:>.)Zt+ /(l+:>.lt (2.11a) 
(2.11a) suggest that an expected appreclatlon 
the forward rate would be reflected in a spot 
Equations (2.11) and (2.11a) assume that the forward rate is 
exogenous, but lt ls really simultaneously determined wlth the spot 
exchange rateo To solve thls problem we can, following Kohlhagen (979), 
estimate (2.11) by two-stage least squares, where the forward premium 
(f-s) is treated as an endogenous explanatory variable with levels and 
changes of the exogenous variables used as instruments In the flrst 
stage of the estlmatlon and the relative money supply variable treated 
as exogenous if the sample perlod 15 one of floatlng rates. 
Alternatlvely, we can introduce the efflclent market hypothesls whlch 
states that, under condltlons of rlsk neutra lit y, zero transactlon 
costs, ratlonal use of informatlon, and competltlve markets (see Fama, 
1970): 
f =E s , 
t t t+l 
(2.12) 
where E s ls the expected value of _the spot rate in perlod t+l, 
t t+l 
conditional upon the informatlon available in period t. Equation 
(2.12) states that the forward rate is the condltional expectation of 
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the future spot exchange rateo 
Comblnlng equations (2.12) and (2.11a), we obtain 
1 i\ 
s=1 z+1 Es t (1+i\) t (1+i\) t t+1 (2.13) 
To complete the determination of the current spot rate, It Is 
necessary to know the current expectations regarding s . Since it Is t+1 
assumed that market participants form their expectatlons accordlng to 
the ratlonal expectatlon hypothesls (REH) (see Muth , 1961), they know 
(or alternatively, act as ¡f they know) equation (2.13). On taklng the 
ratlonal expectations operator Et , conditioned on all information 
avallable at time t thorought (2.13) gives 
E s =~E z +~E s 
tt+l tt+l tt+z' 
(2.13a) 
~ 1 
where ;>.=IU+i\)' Substituting (2.13a) Into (2.13), we have 
An; "2 
S =~z +i\i\E z +i\ E s , t t tt+1 tt+2 
" ;>. 
where i\=( 1(l+;>.)L Forward substltuting yields 
~ CO "J 
s =i\~ i\ E z , t L-J=O t t+J (2.14) 
where wé have assumed that the convergence condition 
lim ~JEs =0 J 00 t t+J 
holds In order to ensure an economlcally nonexplosive soiution. Since 
;>'<1, convergence is guar.anteed subJect to Zt being covariance statlonary 
(see Hansen and Sargent, 1980). 
Equation (2.14) sta tes the equilibriurn ratlonal expectation mode!. 
It shows that, under the rational expectation assumption, the current 
exchange rate depends on the expected future, as well as the actual 
current values of the exogenous variables of the mode!. 
Note that In an efficient market, the exchange-rate path Is a 
mlrror image of the exogenous-variable path. Therefore, slnce z Is not 
restrlcted to follow sorne specific path, the exchange rate path Is not 
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restricted either. For example, assumlng that z follows a first-order 
autoregressive process, so that 
z =pz +u, (2.1Sa) 
t t-I t 
where p Is a parameter whose value lies between plus and minus one, and 
u ls a serially uncorrelated random variable, then 
I 1-1 J 
z =p Z +¿ P u • 
td t J=O t+I-J 
(2.15b) 
~p if the convergence condltlon I /(1+~)1<1 holds. 
From equatlons (2.15a) and (2.15b) It follows that the exchange 
rate Is a random walk only If p=1 (Le., if the exogenous variables 
follows a random walk) or if ~=O (i.e., if the demand for money Is 
interest Inelastlcl. Therefore, an important Impllcation that follows 
from equatlon (2.14) Is that the observed volatility of exchange rates 
can be explained by the instability in the expectatlons of future levels 
of the exogenous variables Zt' Depending on the value of ~, the exchange 
rate will be sensltive to a revision of expectatlons following an 
unantlclpated shock and will thus make the path of the exchange rate 
extremely volatlle. 
In order to express equatlon (2.14) in terms of observable 
variables, Hoffman ando Schlagenhauf (1983) assume that the exogenous 
variables follow an integrated flrst-order autoregresslve, that Is an 
ARIMA(l,l,O) process 
t hat can be expressed as 
• • 
Ax =p I1x +u , Ipl<1 
t x t-l xt 
x =x +p 11 x +u , 
t t -1 x t-I xt 
where x=m, m , y, or y , and u i s a white noise error termo 
xt 
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(2.16) 
(2.17) 
lt follows from equation (2.16) that 
1 1 - 1 1 llx =p llx + r p u 
t+l x t h=O x xt+l-h' 
and hence 
1 E lltx =p llx 
t + 1 x i (2.18) 
However, from equation (2.17) we have that 
E x =x + r ) E llx . t t+J t 1=1 t t+1 (2.19) 
Therefore, on substituting (2.19) into (2.18), we obtaln 
E x =x + (r ) pJ) Ax . t t+ J t 1=1 X t 
Thls j-period forecast may then be used to replace the un observable 
expected values In (2.14). This las equation then becomes 
(2.20) 
whlch Is now an equation wlth all expectations eliminated. Sufficient 
conditions for the stability of the solution implied by (2.20) are that 
;>')0 and that I p I (1. 
x 
Note that when p Is set equal to zero, we obtain the same random 
x 
walk process result as in equation (2.1Sa). 
2.2.-THE STlCKY-PRICE MONETARY MODEL. 
This model, developed by Dornbusch (1976) and Frankel (1979), 
resembles the flexible-prlce monetary model in its descrlption of how 
exchange rates are determined in the long runo But Its predictions about 
short-run behavior are significantly different because of its assumption 
that prices are sticky in the short run, responding only gradually to 
excess demand and supply in the goods market. Money-market equillbrium 
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in the short run is maintalned by interest rates. The differentlal 
between domestle and forelgn interest rates may in the short run deviate 
from the differentlal between expeeted inflatlon rates. 
2.2.1.-The Dornbusch model. 
A di serete-time verslon of the Dornbuseh (1976) model ls glven by 
the following behavloral equations (see Baekus, 1984): 
• • • • (m -m Hp -p )=q,(y -y )-hO -1 ), 
tttt tt tt (2.20 
• O -i )=E s -s, 
t t t t+1 t (2.5a) 
• • • • • E (p -p )-(p -p l =5{s -(p -p )) +r(y -y )-0'0 -i ) 
t t+1 t+l t t t t t t t t t 
(2.22) 
The equatlon 
that • n=n ," 
(2.21) is derlved from equations (2.1) and (2.2) assumlng 
1t represents the money-market equilibrium eonditlon. 
Equatlon (2.5a) is the uncovered-interest-parlty condltion under the 
assumption of rational expectations8 • Equation (2.22) represents a price 
adjustment process. These three equations in additlon to the assumptlon 
of rational expectations determine four endogenous varIables: 
• Et(pt+l-pt+l l, stand Etst+l' 
From equation (2.21), we have 
• 1 • • • (l -1 )= 1, {q,(y -y Hm -m )+(p -p )). 
tt I\tt tt tt 
Substltuting (2.21a) into (2.5a) and (2.22) yields 
1 • • • E s -s = 1, {q,(y -y Hm -m )+(p -p )), 
t t+1 t 1\ t t t t t t 
and 
• • • • E (p -p Hp -p )=5{s -(p -p ))+r(y -y ) t t+l t+l t t t t t t t 
O' • • • - / {q,(y -y Hm -m )+(p -p )) ji, t t t t t t ' 
8 
Equatlon 
(2.12). 
(2.5.) l. derlved by comblntng equatlons 
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(2.21a) 
(2.5b) 
(2.22al 
(2.5), (2.10) and 
or, solving (2.5b) 
respectively, we obtain 
and 
and (2.22a) for E s and 
t t+l 
. ~. E (p -p )=5s +0-5- /,)(p -p ) 
t t+l t+l t 1\ t t 
4>a' • o: • +( r- /,)(y -y )+/, (m -m ). 
I\ttl\tt 
In matrix form, 
wh", ,.[: -l/A] ~/A . 
• • 
• E (p -p ), 
t t+l t+l 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
If the forcing variables, (y-y) and (m-m l, are not expected to 
change from their present values [1. • • e., E (m -m )em - m and 
t h J t+ J t t 
• • Et(Yt+J-Y hJ)ayt - y t1, the system has a long-run equllibrium, which it 
approaches asymptotically. In particular 
E s -s =9(5-S) , 
t t+¡ t t 
(2.26) 
-where s is the expected long-run value of the exchange rate and 9 is one 
minus the stable root of the dynamic system (2.25). 
Equatlon (2.26) sta tes that the expected vaiue of the change in the 
exchange rate is a function of the gap between the long-run rate and the 
current spot rateo 
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Comblnlng (2.21) and (2.5b), we obtain 
(2.27) 
... .. ... .... By setting E s =s =s and E (p -p )=(p -p )=(p-p) in 
t t+l t t hl tTl t t 
(2.23) and 
(2.24), we have 
(2.23a) 
and 
--* ... r:r _ .... (p-p )=8s+( 1-8- I A )( p-p ) 
~~ . ~ . 
+ (r- 1,) (y - y ) + 1, (m -m ) . 
1\ t t 1\ t t 
(2.24a) 
- _. Solving (2.23a) for (p-p ) gives 
...... * • • (p-p )=(m -m )-~(y -y t)' 
t t t 
(2.23b) 
and substitutlng (2.23b) into (2.24a) yields 
.., (f • • 4>G' *0' • 8s=(0+ IA){(mt-m t)-~(Y t- y t) }-(r- IA)(y t -y t)- IA(mt-m t)' 
Therefore, 
.... • l' • s=(m -m )-(~+ I~)(y -y ). 
t t u t t 
(2.28) 
Substituting (2.28) into (2.27), we get 
From equation (2.29), 
exceeds one (l.e., there 
• we note that the coefficient of (m-m) 
ls a short-run overshootlng) and the 
• • • 
coefflclent of (m-m) and (p-p) sum to one (l.e., the long-run 
neutra lit y of money property of the flexible-price monetary model holds 
in this sticky-price model)o 
With the new set of assumptions, an increase in the domestic money 
supply will, in the long run, have consequences similar to those 
predicted in the flexible-price monetary model: domestic prices wll1 be 
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proportionately higher, because this is the only way the demand for 
money can expand to match the new supply, and the expected rate must be 
proportionately depreciated (Le., the SPMM has the long-run property of 
monetary neutrality as has the FPMM). The short-run implications, 
however, are significantly different. With prices sticky in the short 
run, a monetary expansion causes the real money supply to increase, so 
that the domestic nominal interest rate' must fall to restore money 
market equllibrium. For the uncovered-interest-rate parity to hold, a 
fall In the domestic interest rate, given the foreign interest rate, 
requlres an overshooting of 
exchange rate such that the 
matchesthe nominal interest 
the new (higher) long-run equllibrium 
subsequent expected appreclation just 
rate differential. An Incipient capital 
Inflow develops that deprecia tes the exchange rate by the required 
amount9• 
2.2.2.- The Frankel model. 
Frankel (1979, 1981l extends the modei to the case of secular 
Inflation. This variant of the SPMM is known as the reai interest rate 
dlfferentlal model. The price equation (2.22) is amended by allowlng a 
~ ~. 
steady rate of inflation, (n and n ) The system of behavioral equations 
can be now expressed as fotlows (see Backus, 1984): 
9 
Frenkel and Rodrlguez In addltlon to 
oC adJustment apeeds In 
(982) 
coods 
note 
and 
that. 
anet markets 
lnstanbneously whereas ¡oods markets adJust only 
(asad 
slowly 
the dlscrepancy 
markeh adJust 
over Ume), 
other explanatlons of the exchange ra.te overshootlng phenomenon lnelude 
lmperfect lnterna.tlonal capital moblllty, lnsurnalent speculatlon In 
the markets for forelen exchange, effects oC new lnformatlon on 
commodlty and anet markets, and pecul1arltles of the porUollo 
adJustment process. Karacaog)u a.nd Ursprung U 988) show that th. Ipeed 
of adJustment of the auregate portfoJio should also be lncluded as an 
addlUonal factor. 
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• • • • (m -m Hp -p )=t/>(y -y H.( i -1 ) t t t t t t t t' (2.21) 
• (1 -i ) =E s -s, 
t t t t+ 1 t 
(2.Sb) 
• • • E (p -p )-(p -p )=a{s -(p -p )} 
t t +1 t+l t t t t t 
. . .... ..... 
+r(y -y )-0'( i -i )+(ll-ll). 
t t t t 
(2.30 ) 
If we as sume that the current Income levels and the current rates 
of expected long-run inflatlon are not expected to change In the future, 
the rational expectations equatlon (2.26) becomes 
.... .... .... 
E s -s =E¡(s-s )+(ll-ll ). 
t t+l t t 
(2.26a) 
1. e., It Is assumed that the exchange rate is expected, in the short 
run, to move towards its long-run equilibrium value. and, in the long 
run, to change at the rate of the expected long-run inflation 
differential. Substituting E s -s In (2.26a) from (2.5a) and 
t t+l t 
solvlng for St' we obtain 
.... 1 ..... ..... 
s =s- I {(i -lll-{i -ll)}. 
t e t t 
(2.31) 
Thls equation states that the spot exchange rate moves directly with 
changes in the underlying equllibrlum rate and with changes in the real 
interest dlfferential, where the domestic real interest rate is defined 
as i-j¡. 
• As before, solving (2.21) for (j-i), we get (2.21a). 
Substltutlng (2.21a) into (2.Sa) aná (2.30) ylelds to 
1 • • • EtSt+l-St= 1"A{t/>(Yt-y tl-{mt-m t)+(pt-p t)} , (2.Sb) 
• • • • E (p -p l-{p -p )=a{s -(p -p )}+r(y -y ) 
t t+l t+l t t t t t t t 
tI' • • • • 
- / {t/>(y -y Hm -m )+(p -p )}+(ll--ll -l. 
"Att tttt 
In the steady 
the steady state, 
... ... ......... ... O'W. 
state EtSt+l-St=Et(Pt+l-P t+l) -(Pt-P t)= 
equations (2.5b) and (2.30a) become 
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(2.30a) 
~ ~. (ll-ll ), so in 
... ..... 1 ................. ... . 
n-n = / A (<P(y-y Hm-m ) +(p-p ), (2.5c) 
and 
....... .......... ....... U' ....... 
n-n =/){s-(p-p ) )+'((y-y )- / A (<P(y-y ) 
... .... ....... ... ..... 
-(m-m )+(p-p ) )+n-n . (2.30b) 
- _. 
Solvlng (2.5c) for (p-p ), we obtain 
........ ....... ....... ... .... (p-p )=A(n-n )-<P(y-y )+(m-m ). (2.32) 
Substitutlng (2.32) Into (2.30b) and rearranging, we have 
(2.33) 
Finally, the short-run exchange rate reiation is obtained by 
substitutlng (2.33) into (2.31), and assuming that the equilibrlum money 
supplies and Income levels and the expected rate of inflatlon are glven 
by their current actual levels, 
• r • 1 • s =(m -m H<P+ / ~)(y -y )- /9(1 -i ) 
ttt utt tt 
(2.34) 
Note that, from equation (2.34), the model does not predict short-run 
overshooting. Frankel's own version is somewhat simpler, because income 
and the lnterest differential do not affect price changes (Le., '(=0'=0), 
but neither restriction changes the model's reduced-form predictions. 
Comparing equation (2.34) to the reduced-form equation for the 
f1exible-price monetary model (2.6), we see that It only dlffers in the 
slgn of the Interest rate coefficient and in the presence of the 
steady-state Inflatlon dlfferential. 
An obvious problem with equation (2.34) is the questionable 
• exogeneity of (H). Drlskill and Sheffrln (1981) use equatlon (2.2Ia) 
to eliminate this problem, obtaining 
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(]' 1 • +(i\+ Il!,+ la)(nt-n t)' (2.34a) 
From equation (2.34a) we note that the model now predicts short-run 
overshooting and Jong-run neutrallty. 
Comparing equations (2.29) and (2.34a), we can say that If the 
expected Inflatlon rates in the two countries are equal and constant, 
FrankeJ's modeJ becomes the same as the Dornbusch model. Therefore, the 
latter can be viewed, as suggested by Frankel (979), as a speclal case 
of the former. 
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3. - THE PORTFOLlO-BALANCE MODEL. 
Unlike the monetary models, the portfoJlo-balance model does not 
assume that domestic and foreign interest-bearing assets are perfect 
substituteslo. The exchange rate in this model is assumed to adJust the 
value of financial assets in prlvate portfolios to the level considered 
optlmal by wealth-holders, glven interest rates and asset stocks. 
Business cycles do not generaJly happen uniformly across countries, 
so when one country Is experienclng rapid growth, another may be In a 
recesslon. Investors, who attempt to maximlze thelr expected portfoJlo 
returns conslstent with IndlvlduaJly acceptable levels of portfoJlo 
risk, can attain substantlal advantages in rlsk reduction through 
portfolio dlverslfication in forelgn assets, by eliminatlng part of the 
cycllcal fluctuations in their portfolios that could arise from domestlc 
business cycles. Therefore, some of what could be considered the 
systematic or market-related rlsk (l. e., the risk present in aJl 
Investment opportunltles) In terms of strictly domes tic Investment 
opportunlties becomes a nonsystematic risk (1. e., the risk that Is 
unique to a particular securlty and that can be countered by mlxing that 
security wlth other securities in a diverslfled portfollo) when 
Investors' broaden thelr opportunltles to include foreign as weJl as 
domestlc investments. Increasing diverslfication gradually tends to 
eliminate the unsystematlc rlsk, leavlng only systematic rlsk. Thus not 
only do Investors tend to diversify their portfollo holdings across 
Industries, but they also realize addltlonal galns by diversifying 
across countrles and/or both countries and Industries (see Solnik, 1974; 
Black, 1978; and Grauer and Hakkansson, 1987). 
In one of the early models, described by Branson (1976, 1977), 
Branson, Halttunen, and Masson (J977), and Branson and Halttunen (J979), 
lO 
Amon, the 
rate rlsk, 
lnforma.tlon 
lnhrnatlonal 
reasons for imperrect 
dlfferentlal pollUcal 
about foreltn usets, 
capital tlows. 
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subsUtutablllty we can polnt exchange 
and default rlsks, lmpertect 
and government regulatlon of 
domestic resldents are assumed .to allocate their flnanclal wealth (W) 
among three assets: domestic money (M), domestically-issued assets (B) 
with interest rate 1, and foreign-issued assets (A), which earn an 
. . 
interest rate i. It is assumed that domestic money and bonds are held 
only by domestic resldents. By assumlng that forelgners hold only the 
foreign asset, there will be no valuation effects on foreign wealth from 
changes In the exchange rate, so Branson and Branson et. al. can ignore 
foreign demand for foreign assets. In this model, price levels at home 
and abroad play no direct role in the short runo The goods market 
adjusts to prlce changes, creatlng current account imbalances offset by 
capital flows. These capital flows represent changes in foreign assets, 
so A ls both the net forelgn asset posltlon and the stock of 
foreign-denomlnated claims. 
Assumlng static expectations, at each polnt of time, the 
asset-market equlJibrlum conditions are given by: 
• M =Idl ,1 )W, 
t t t t 
W eM +8 +5 A 
t t t t t 
(3. J) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Equations (3.1) to (3.2) represent the equllibrlum condltlon in the 
money market, In the home-asset market, and in the foreign-asset market, 
respectively. Equation (3.4) represents the balance sheet constralnt. 
The deslred fractlon of wealth held as money ls /l, held as domestic 
bonds, 13, and held as forelgn assets denominated In domestic currency, 
«. 
If the asset stocks (M, B, and A) are taken as glven at any time, 
the model has three variables, the two interest rates and the exchange 
rate, but because of the total wealth identity (3.4), only two 
independent equations. It 15 assumed that the economy that Is descrlbed 
is small (I.e., It takes the interest rate on world-traded assets as 
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exogenously determined); this ailows us to eliminate one variable and to 
11 
render the system mathematicaily determined . 
The pairs of domestic interest and exchange rates (i, S) satisfying 
the market clearing conditions (3.1) to (3.3) are plotted in Figure 3.1 
to give a money market equllibrlum curve (MM), a domestic bond market 
equllibrium curve (BB), and a domestlcaily he Id foreign asset 
equllibrium curve (AA). 
The MM curve is upward sioping because a "ise in the domestlc 
interest rate reduces demand for money, requiring a rise in the exchange 
rate (depreclation), which increases SA, the stock of foreign assets 
denominated in domestic currency. This in turn increases wealth, to 
maintain demand for money equal to the fixed supply. The BB curve is 
downward sloping because a rise in i increases demand for domestic 
bonds, requiring a decrease in S (appreclation) to maintain equilibrium 
in the domestlc bond market. The AA curve is also downward sloping since 
as irises, the demand for foreign assets falls, and S fails 
(appreciates) as asset-holders attempt to seil A. The AA curve is 
flatter than the BB curve because domestic demand for domestic bonds is 
assumed more responsive than the demand for foreign assets to changes in 
the domestlc interest rateo 
The predicted effects of changes in various asset stocks on the 
exchange rate are as foilows: 
o Increase in M: An 'increase in the domestic monetary base would 
increase domestic weaith and raise the proportion of wealth held in this 
asset. At the original interest rate and exchange rate, portfollos would 
no longer be in their desired proportions, since wealth-holders would 
11 
BlsJgnano and Hoover (1980) crltlclze the use or the small-country 
assumptlon In thlo model wlthout testlng Ir It lo approprlate for the 
particular currency under study. They suggest uBIng the test of 
Granger-causallty on the lnterest "ate on world-traded assests for 
esh.bllshlng the smalJ-country assumptlon. 
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Figure 3.1. PBM: Equilibrium and S. 
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Figure 3.4. PBM: Increase in domestic assets. B. 
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want to redlstribute their wealth increase towards domestic bond s and 
foreign bonds. With the foreign interest rate fixed, actions of domestlc 
investors to realign their portfolios would result in a drop in the 
domestic interest rate and a depreclation of the exchange rateo These 
effects are illustrated In Figure 3.2. 
o Increase in A: The effect of an in crease in domestic holdings of 
foreign assets Is illustrated in Figure 3.3. An increase in A does not 
change the stock of domestic bonds or money, so the domes tic Interest 
rate remalns unchanged. At a fixed exchange rate, the Increase In A 
would increase SA, the stock of foreign assets denomlnated in domestlc 
currency. This in turn would Increase wealth, and thereby increase the 
demand for domestlc bonds and money beyond the fixed stock of each .. 
Hence, wealth must not Increase if the demand and supply of domestic 
bonds and money are to be equa!. Therefore, SA must fall to its· former 
leve!. Since A is flxed at Its new level, only S can fallo It wlll fall 
In the exact proportion that A Increased; therefore, an Increase in the 
stock of foreign assets denominated in foreign currency appreciates the 
exchange rate by the same proportion (j. e., The elasticity of S with 
respect to A is -1). 
o Increase in B: The effects of an lncrease In B are illustrated in 
Figure 3:4. Unlike the flrst two cases, an Increase in domestic 
government bonds has an uncertain effect on the exchange rateo On the 
one hand, the In crease In wealth would increase domestlc demand for 
foreign assets resulting in an exchange rate depreciation. On the other 
hand, the increase in domestic government debt would raise the domestic 
Interest rate, maklng forelgn bonds less attractlve. If the wealth 
effect were larger than the substitution effect, the net result would be 
a depreclatlon of the exchange rateo Branson (I976) has shown that thls 
occurs If domestlc bonds and money are better wealth substitutes than 
domestic bonds and foreign bonds. 
If domestlc and foreign bond s are better substitutes than domestic 
bond s and money, the rise In the interest rate that restores the 
equality between money demand and supply will produce a greater drop in 
the demand for forelgn assets than in the demand for money at the new 
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level of wealth. The value of the unchanged stock of foreign assets 
denominated In domestic currency, SA, would then be greater than the 
demand for them. Thus, with A constant, S must fall (Le., the exchange 
rate must appreclate) to bring the value of the supply of foreign assets 
Into line with demando 
On the other hand, If domes tic bonds and money are better 
substltutes than domestic bonds and forelgn bonds, the rlse in the 
Interest rate which makes money demand equal to money supply produces a 
smaller drop In the demand for forelgn assets. That demand at the new 
level of wealth exceeds the value of the unchanged stock of forelgn 
assets denominated In domestlc currency. SA and A must Increase (Le., 
the exchange rate must depreciate) to adjust the supply of foreign 
assets to demando 
The system of equations (3.1) to (3.3) can be solved to yield the 
followlng reduced form for the exchange rate: 
• Sl =rp1 +rp 2M3±rp 3B1-rp 4\-rp51 t' (3.5) 
where "±" denotes that the coefficient of B can be positive or negative. 
Substitutlng the corresponding stocks of the forelgn country for 
• I , the following bilateral expression is obtained 
• • • S =rp'+rp'M ±rp'B -rp' A -rp'M ±rp'B -rp' A . 112131415t&171 (3.Sa) 
In Branson et a!"s model, even wlth fUlly-adjusted prlces, 
purchaslng-power parlty need not hold. Interest rates can be changed by 
changes in domestlc (or foreign) asset supplies and this moves the 
exchange rate away from PPP for prolonged periods. 
FrankeI (1983) presents a much slmpler portfolio-balance model. 
Assumlng again that the domestlc residents are the only ones who wlsh to 
hold domestically denomlnated assets, we can identlfy a capital Inflow 
or outflow with an Increase or decrease in the supply of foreign assets 
In the domestic assets market. If we also assume that investors, In 
order to diverslfy exchange rlsk, balance their portfolios between 
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domestic and foreign assets In a proportion that depends on the expected 
rate of return (or risk premium) we can write 
B/SA=exp{k+! (i-i' -liS·)}, (3. 6) 
where we have assumed that the ratio between the stock of 
domestic-currency denominated bonds (B) to the stock of foreign-currency 
denominated bonds (which is equal to the accumulation of past current 
account surpluses under the smalI-country assumption) expressed in 
domestlc currency (SA) is an exponential function of the rlsk premlum, 
and where liS· is the expected rate of depreciation. 
Assumlng statlc expectations (l.e. lIS"=O), taking logarlthm and 
solvlng for the exchange rate, we obtaln the folIowing equatlon 
• s =-k-!{j -i )+b-a 
t t t t t' 
(3.7) 
where, as before, lower-case variables are the logarithm of the 
• upper-case variables, except for I and i. Equation (3.7) states that 
the exchange rate is determined by relative bond supplies and the 
interest rate differential. 
From equatlon (3.7), a current account deficit, which implles a 
capital Inflow and therefore an increase in the stock of foreign assets, 
will lead to an appreclation of the domestic currency. 
We can use Dooley and Isard's (1983) portfolio-balance framework to 
extend the analysis allowing domestic and foreign residents to hold both 
domestic and forelgn bond s, whl1e only domestlc (forelgn) residents can 
hold domestic (foreign) money. In this case the asset-market equillbrlum 
condltlons are glven by: 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
• .• e - • M ,=11,(1 ,1-lIS ,Y )W , (3.11) 
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(3.12) 
(3.13) 
W=M +B +SA , H H H (3.14) 
• • W =M +(B/S)+A, 
r r 
(3.15) 
where M, B, W, A, Il, 13, a and i are deflned as before, where Y (y') 
is an index 
denote net 
of transaction demand, and where the 
holding of private residents in the 
foreign country, respectively. 
subscripts .... 
H 
home country 
and U 11 
r 
and the 
Equations (3.8) to (3.13) state that the proportion of their wealth 
which domestic and foreign residents wish to hold in each asset now 
depends on their relative expected common-currency yields, and hence on 
the interest rates on domestic and foreign bond s and the expected 
movements of the exchange rateo Equations (3.14) and (3.15) represent 
the balance sheet constraint for the home and the foreign country, 
respectively. 
The market clearing condition for each asset is glven by: 
M =M H ' 
B +B =B, 
H r 
A +A =A, H f 
• M =M. 
r 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
Substituting the behavioral assumptions (3.8) to (3.13) into 
equations (3.16) to (3.19), we can solve for the variables that clear 
asset markets 
• • IlHO,i +llS ,Y)W=M, (3.20) 
• e - e - • 13
H
O,i +llS ,Y)W+O/S)I\O ,i-AS ,y )W =B, (3.21) 
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- e - e - -So: (j,i +AS ,Y)W+o: (1 ,i-AS ,Y )W =A, H f (3.22) 
• e - - • Ilf(j ,I-AS ,Y )W =M . (3.23) 
• Conslder the case In which asset stocks (M, B, M and A) are 
• e predetermlned and interest rates 0, 1 ) and exchange rates (S, AS ) are 
variables. By constralnts (3.14) and (3.15), only three of the four 
market clearing conditions (3.20) to (3.23) are Independent. If we 
• assume agaln that the home country Is small and l is al so 
predetermlned, the system can be sol ved for S, AS· and 1. The 
reduced-form equatlon for the exchange rate Is now as follows 
(3.24) 
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4. - MONET ARY MODELs: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE AND EXTENSIONS 
4.1.- REDUCED-FORM ECONOMETRIC EVIDENCEI2• 
The Frenkel-Mussa-Bilson model has been applled by a number of 
researchers both for the lnter-war perlod of flexible exchange rates and 
for the recent floating exchange experlence. Table 4.1 summarlzes sorne 
representatlve results for the 1970s and 1980s experlment wlth floating 
exchange ratesl3• Although the model dellvered apparently favorable 
results for the 1970's, from around 1979 the emplrlcal studies have been 
less favuorable to thls model, findlng that few coefficients are 
correctly signed and statistlcally signlficant, detectlng 
autocorrelation problems, and poor explanatory power. 
In Table 4.2 we report sorne empirlcal tests of the sticky-prlce 
monetary model for the recent perlod of floating rates. 
The Dornbusch (1976) model is estimated by Backus (1984) for the 
CD/US$ rate for the 1971.I-1980.IV perlod and by Leventakls (1987) for 
the DM/US$ rate for the perlod 1974. 1-1980. IV. Nelther of these tests 
offers support for the model or evldence of the overshootlng postulated 
by the model. 
Frankel's (1979) mode! ls found to produce very supportlve results 
in Frankel's original study using monthly data of the US$/DM rate for 
the perlod 1974.07-1978.02. However, the model gave signs of break-down 
12 See the appendlx rOl' a 118t oí abbrevlatlons used In thls papel'. 
13 Frenkel (1976), In hls study or the DMlUS$ rate ror the hyperlnflatlon 
perlad 1920.02-1923.11, concludea that "the emplrlcal reaults are 
conslstent wlth the monetary (or asset) approach lo exchange rates" . 
Similar eoncluslons are reached by Clements and frenkel (1980) and by 
Frenkel and Clemente (1981), atudylnl, reapectlvely, the US$/uKP rate 
COl' the perlod 1921.02-1925.05 and the FF'/US$ and FF/UXP rates COl' the 
perlod 1921.01-1924.03. However, estimaba of equatlon (2.6) tor other 
currencies In the lnterwar perlod havo not been BO sueceasrul (see 
MacDonald, 1983). 
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MThe evidence clearly support 
the lIIOde 1· 
80th MOdels are satfsfactory. 
but the constra1ned one 1s 
MOre support f ve. 
For the shorter perfod the 
ev1dence 1s supportive. but 
not for the longer periodo 
The lIIodel explafns the 
exchange rate equally well 
for the Z perfods • 
"The results are not 
support1ve of the theory". 
¡:,. 
¡:,. 
tuoIJ Curreocles lIe!>eoden}, Aelevant 
ond ~Iod Variable E .. lanot'? 
Yariable 
• Hacche and Townend (1981) UKP Efftct1ve Rete 4 EER flp • ..1P~_l' Ap', 
1971.05·1980.02 Ap;_1,Ay,Aye_1 , 
ay', 11 r;_11 I:J.m, 
Ame_l , .11.",41;.1' 
t.,XDt _1 , A.&Dt _2 , APl"Ot_l' 
(.-m-p") e_l,y,1;.1 
Frankel (198Z a) OM/US$ s JII,.-,y,y&,W', .. ', 
1974.1 - 1980.IV (1-j") ,11:,11:" 
1974.01-1980.11 
Franke 1 (1983) OM/US$ s C.-.") ,,,.,y., 
1974.01-1980.12 U-j·) ,1t,n-
OM/US$ 
1974.02-1980.11 
s (.-•• ) ,y, y., 
U-j·) ,n,1t" 
Estloatl'T, ~pocI.l Feot..-
TedmlQUe 
MES ~as of a general ratfanal lag 
model an ~tillat1on flllPOstng 
constratnts. Inclusi~ of 011 
prtc:e variable (PFO) 
OLS Inclus10n of wealth. in 
MES addftton to 1ncOlle. as ti 
tranSKtfons variable in lIIOnty 
demand functfon. 
OLS 'JI: and 'Jt" proxted by average 
CORC 1nflat1en over preceeding 12 
IIIOnths. 
FAIR 
Resalts 
Poor support for the lIOde l. 
"The monetary lOdel w1th 
wealth 1ncluded success in 
exp141nfng the -ark/do'lar 
exchangt rate durtng a perfod 
when the -anetary approach 
wfthout ~alth and the 
portfo110 approac:h both 
tan-. 
The evidence tends "to 
support the general st1cky-
pr1ce fOrll of the IIIOnetary 
lIOde 1 ••• However. the 
1ns1gn1f1cant ••• coef1c1ent 
en the lIIOney supp l1es and 
relat1ve 1ncOllle cont1nue to 
cest doubt on the lIIOnetery 
model in all forms". 
,J>. 
(11 
~tud.J ~f .. ~ Relevant 
..... Portod Yarfabl~ Exp' ""ato:?' 
Variable 
"cDona 1 d (1983) IJ1<P/US$ s .. ,m-, (y~y.), 
OM/US$ (j-!-). (n.n·) 
CO/US$ 
1973.11 - 1982.1 
. 
IJ1<P/US$ s (m-.-) , (y-y.) , 
OM/US$ (j-!'). (n-n') 
eD/USS 
1974.11-1911. IV 
UKP/US$ 
DM/US$ S 
-t:-1 (m-m·), (,m-m') e-l' 
1972/73-1982 ('p-P") e-l' (y-y'), (y-y") t-
Hacche and Towned (1983 US$/IJ1<P s .,.11' ,y,y~ ,n, 
1972.01-1977.10 1[a,.1,j-
1977 .10-1981.12 
1972.01-1981.12 
s (ID-.-), (y-y"), (n-n"). 
(.1-j"), (v-v·),q 
----_ .. _-
Estfoatfo¡; precial F9tures 
Toc:hnf .... 
OLS lnstrulllental variables: 
eORe industrial WPI d1fferent1al. 
FAIR 
.e-l' (y-y.) e-l' 
lInd (1t-n") t:-l' 
OLS To study if the equatfon in 
sensible to the period 
FAIR id .. 
DLS Oriskf11 (1981)'$ lIOdel 
MES (n'-n'-) proxied by actual 
rafos of inflfat10n and by 
10nf-teT'll 1nterest rate 
d1ff~nt1al. 
MES Inclus10n of velocfty 8nd real 
exchange rateo 
Aesults 
Very J)OOr esti.ates • 
-Respetable equat10ns for the 
UK-US for the complete 
period ... Tite appl1cat1on of 
the FAIR proeedure to the 
German-US market .akes Httle 
d1fference ••• However. t~ 
FAIR results for the CD are 
MOre enoourag1ngK , 
Only the UKP/US$ perlOrelS 
'oIe1l for the periodo 
IlIProveraent in tite CD/us$ 
rateo 
Only St_l 1$ strongly 
sfgn1f1cant. Evidence of 
ov~hoot1n9· 
-The- aa1n features are the-
insign1ficance of the 
~rameter est1mates and the1r 
general 1nestab111ty; the 
apparent conffrmat10n by the 
re-sults for the 1st. 
sub-perfod. but the reject10n 
by the 2nd •• of the aonetary 
lIIodel 's predfcted negative 
tnterest rate parameter ••• 
(and) the 11111ited 1mpact .. ade 
onthe paralDeter e-st1l11ates by 
the 1ntroduct10n of the lag 
pol1nolll1nis on real exchange 
rate and relatfve veloc1ty·. 
! 
, 
... 
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St ..... CurTeocfes 
-
Relevan! 
..... Portad Varfablea r."l",,",,? 
Variable 
HcDonald (1ge3) tJ1(P/USS s ... ,.~, (y-y'"), 
OM/USS (1-1-). (n.nO) 
eo/uss 
1973.11 - 1982.1 
UKP/USS s C.m-.·) , (y-y'") , 
OM/USS U-1-). (n-n-) 
eo/USs 
1974.11-1977 .IV 
UKP/USS 
OM/USS S 
-t:-l (m-m'"), (.m-m'") t;-l' 
1972/73-1982 (p-p') t_i' (Y-Y'), (y-y') t-
Hacche and Towned (1983 USS/UKP s ., .. - ,y,y" ,n, 
1972 .01-1977 .10 'Jt-,j,j. 
1977.10-1981.12 
1972.01-1981.12 
S (m-."), (y-y.), (n_nO), 
(1-1°), (v-v·) ~q 
Estfoatlar. Sped.l Featares 
T«Imf_ 
OLS InstruMental variables: 
eORe industrial WPI dffferential. 
FAIR 't~1' (y-y.) t-1' 
and (,.;-", .. ) C-1' 
OlS lo study 1f the eQuat10n in 
sensible to the perfod 
FAIR ld .. 
OlS Drisk111 (1981)'$ IIOdel 
MES (n-'Jt-) prox1ed by actual 
raios of 1nflfat1on and by 
lonf-tera interest rate 
d1fferentfal. 
MES Inclusfon of veloefty and real 
exchange rateo 
Results 
Very peor estf~ates • 
"Respt-table eQ'uatfons for the 
UK-US for the coaplete 
period ••• The appl1catfon of 
the FAIR procedure to the 
Genaan-US market IRakes little 
d1fferenee ••• Howe'Ier. the 
FAIR results for the en are 
lIIore encouTlIging". 
Only the UKP/US$ performs 
well for the periodo 
Ifllprovement in the CD/USS 
rateo 
Only St_1 1$ strongly 
s1gn1f1cant. Evidence of 
overshoot f n9. 
-The .a1n features are- the 
ins1gnificance of the 
paralleter Mt1.ates and thefr 
general 1nestab1l1ty; the 
apparent conf1rmatfon by the 
results for the 1st. 
subwperfod. but the reject10n 
by the 2nd •• of the MOnetary 
mocIel' s predfcted negat1ve 
interest rete paremeter ••• 
(aOO) the 11.1ted 1mpact lIade 
onthe parallleter est 1mates by 
the introduct1on of the lag 
polfnom1n1s on real exchange 
rete and relet1ve veloc1tyM, 
• 
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t .... Curreocf .. ........... t Rel......, 
and Porfod Variable
ll 
Explanato¡¡r 
Variable 
Backus (l984) eD/USS , (m-a") _ (y-y') _ (p-p') 
1971.I-1980.IV 
, (.m-a-) , (y-y.) , 
(p-p'), {'X, x") 
S 1t t _1 , (m-m"), Cm-mol t_1' 
(p-p") - (P-p") .,_ (y-y") -
(Y-Y·) t-l' (21:-11""), (n-nO) t-
Fronkel (1994) OM/USS s (.ID_. a ) , (y_y.) , 
FF/USS U_jo) _ (~_~')_ 
UKP/USS (v-v·) ,q 
JY/USS 
eD/USS 
1974.02-1981.07 
lafnnce and ReceUe (1985) eO/USS s (m_.lD a ) , (y_y.) , 
1974. 1-1980. IV (p-p") - (~-~") 
, ne~1' (m-m"); (m_m a ) e-1; 
(y-y') - (Y"7") '-1-
(p-p.) e-1 
, (.11'-.11'") , (Y-Y·) , 
ht-n"), (p-p.), 
(1r·1r-), (Ir-""') e-l 
----------
EsUut'or, ~.1 Features 
Technfque 
OlS Oombusch (1976)'$ modelo 
OlS Or1sk111 & Sheffr1n (1981)'$0 
version of Frankel (1979)'5 
MOdel. Use of (1:.-1~) and 
[(.m-.- - (,m-.') e-1] as a 
proxy for (1t-n"). 
OlS Or1skf11 (1981)'$ .. ocIel vfth 
(n-x" prox1ed by 
(.1z..-1~) .. 
St1cky-r1ce lOnetory MOdel 
w1th drfft in veloc:1ty ond 
real exchonge rote. 
OLS Or1skfll & Sheffrin (1981) 's 
eORe vers10n of Fronkel (1979) 's 
model. 
OlS Dr1sknl (1981) 's lIIOdel. 
OlS Inclus10n of ~alth in the 
demand for Maney assUllfng that 
(Ir-Ir-) follows an ARlMA. 
(1.1.0) process 
Results 
"There 1$0 no evidence of 
overshoot1ng ••• wt cannot 
reject tite hypothes1s for 
long-tenn IIIOnetary 
neutralfty· • 
The lIIOdel "pe-rfOTllls ~11 but 
probably for the wrong 
reason: the observed behavior 
of MOney suppl1es ••• 15 
incons1stent with the 
theory· . 
"fU substent1elly better 
than the other st1cky-pr1ce 
_ocIe's. largely ow1ng to the 
presence 01 the 1 Bgged 
exchange Tate .... Ko evfdence 
of overshootf"9 .. 
·The etlPir1col f1nd1n9s ••• 
could be descr1bed as 
favorable R • 
RThe IIIOnetary approach 1 s no 
acceptab leR • 
The mode 1 R connot be 
d1slllfssedR • 
The lIOdel 1s ·aga1n rejected 
by the dota even if we add a 
wealth effect in the relatfve 
demand for money R. 
-1:> 
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tudy CurTen<'" _t Relevant 
......... , ... Yarfablea Explanat'7 
I Variable 
Boj. (1986) PTA/USS S (m-a a) • (y_y.) , 
PTA/llM (P-p'). (n.nO) 
1977.01-1983.12 
Boj. (1987) PTA/USS IJ.S IJ. (m-.. O) .IJ. (y-yO) • 
PTA/llM 1J.(1-jO).IJ.(n-nO) 
1977.01,1983.12 
.-
Est'oat'''\', Speeial Featvres 
Tedm'_ 
OLS Inclusion of dUMMY variables 
eORe for depreciations and seasonal 
FAIR adjust.ents. Also allows for 
dffferent coefficients for 
dOlllest1c and foreign variables 
and inclusfon of 1l't_1' 
OLS 
eORe 
FAIR 
------------------
._-
Aesults 
Few coefffcfents are 
signfficant. 
"The estillat10n of the 
IIIOnetary Jlodel in first 
differences a l1ow$ to 
overcOIIe the autocorrelat1on 
prob lees that were present in 
the est111ate in levels. as 
wel1 as to faprove notfceably 
its predfctfve power 'fthfch 1s 
st111 inferior to the rando. 
walk 'fIOde'''. 
.1> 
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~tuolJ es 
-
Relovant 
_nd Perfod YarfüleB Expl~ 
Variables 
• • • leventakfs (1987) OM:USS s (m-. l. (y-y l. (p-p l 
1974. 1-19BO. IV 
s (lII-lII") ~ (y-Y"), 
(,:(-1°). (11:-11:°) 
s (JII-m") • (y_yO). 
(p-,,"). h:-'lt°) 
• • s s t-," (111-111 ). (11Hn ) t-,' 
• • • (p-p l. (y-y l. (y-y l t-1 
s 
-C l' C.-."). 
( .... ") f'-1" (p-p.) ~1" 
(y-y,) (y-y.) Nf' 
(n-1I;") (n-n·) 
Notes: 4. ~e /'\VDendix I for a 1st of vanables and SYlllbols. 
b. ~ l1st 01' abbrev1at1ons. 
c:. EER-log of effec:t1ve exc:hange rateo 
d. PFO-log of the effec:t1ve USS pr1c:e 1ndex of' ~ud1 lIIarket c:rude oil. 
- ----
EstfllDtfon 
Tedm, ... b 
~1.1 Features 
OlS Dornbusch (1976)' s lIIotIe 1. 
CORe 
OLS Frankel (1979)'$ lIIOdel. 
eORe 
OlS Or1sk111 " Sheffr1n (1981)'s 
CORe vers16n 01 Frankel (1979)'$ 
mode 1 • 
OlS Orisk111 (1981)'s.JIIOde1. Also 
1nclus1on of (Y.Y ) as an 
explanatory variable. but the 
result does not substant1ally 
change. 
OlS Lafrance r. Racette (1985) , s 
versi6n of Dr1sk11l (1981) 's 
IIIOdel, 
Results 
Very pool" results. no 
evidence of over-shoot1ng. 
"although the fft of the 
equat10n looks .uch better 
.._ than the prev10us ftIOdels. 
a closer exam1nat1on of 
individual coeffic1ents 
1ndfcates that the stock-flow 
model is a1so quest1onable-. 
-the results are not very 
support1ve of the theory", 
<JI 
O 
in the last observations of the sample, as the subsequent results of 
Haynes and Stone (1981) confirm: the model is supported for the sample 
used by Frankel, but not by an augmented sample (1974.07-1980.04). 
Frankel himself in hls 1983 paper concludes that there are sorne doubts 
about the appropriateness of the model to describe the 1974.02-1980.11 
periodo MacDonald (1983) f1nds Httle support for the model in 
explalning the UKP/US$, DM/US$ and CD/US$ rates for the perlod 
1973.11-1982.1, but he obtalns sorne good estlmates for the UKP/uS$ rate 
for the 1974.11-1977.1V periodo Hacche and Townend (1983) find that the 
model is not very relevant in explalnlng the US$/UKP rate for the 
1972.06-1982.12 periodo Bajo Rublo (1986) concludes that the model is 
reJected by the data of the PTA/1JS$ and PTA/1)M rates for the 
1977.01-1983.12 period, but in Bajo Rubio (1987), he improves the 
estlmatlons by taking first differences of the variables. Leventakls's 
(1987) estlmation of Frankel's (1979) model leads to poor results. 
Drlsklll and Sheffin (1981) respeclficatlon of Frankel's model to 
• account for the endogeneity of the Interest dlfferential term, (1-1) in 
equation (2.34) [I.e., equation (2.34a)] Is not supportlve of the model 
for the DM/US$ rate during the period 1974.07-1978.02. Further attempts 
to estlmate this verslon of the sticky-price monetary model by Backus 
(1984), Lafrance and Recette (1985), and Leventakis (1987) have reached 
similar concluslons. 
Summarlzing this emplrical evidence, we can say that there Is a 
break down in the emplrlcal support for the monetary models around 1979. 
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4.2- POSSIBLE REASONS FOR THE FAILURE OF THE MONETARY MODELS. 
4.2.1.- Some Spectftcation and EsUmaUon Problems. 
The treatment of equatlons (2.6) and (2.7) as If they were 
reduced-form equatlons may be crltlc1zed on the grounds that real Income 
and nominal interest rates are not truly exogenous but In fact are 
affected by the stock of money. Putman and Woodbury (1979) argue that 
real Income Is Independent of the money supply since It is only the 
unantlclpated growth In the money stock that has real effects. Therefore 
It seems reasonable to assume that the contemporaneous effect of 
unanticipated monetary growth on real Income would be smaller for the 
monthly and quarterly observations usually used In the emplrical work 
than for annual observatlons. With respect to the independence of the 
nominal interest rate, since the nominal interest rate can be viewed as 
the sum of the return to capital plus the expected rate of Inflation, 
Putman and Woodbury assert that Insofar as current monetary policy has 
no effect on current real income, the f1rst component of the nominal 
interest rate will remain unaffected by the current money supply, and 
that the Inflationary expectatlons component could be assumed to be al so 
Independent of current money supply. The independence of Inflation 
expectations from the current money supply would be valid if such 
expectations were determined by an autoregression on past prices or by a 
ratlonal expectations model which Included lagged (but not current) 
values of the money supply. 
Note also that equatlons (2.6) and (2.7) assume that the money 
demand elastlclty with respect to income and the money demand 
semielastlclty wlth respect to the Interest rate are identical between 
countries. This allows us to combine the real Income terms and the 
nominal Interest rates forming differentlals to avoid multicollinearlty 
problems. Rasulo and Wilford (1980) argue that In the event that the 
elasticitles are slgnificantly different, a serious bias may be 
introduced by collapsing these variables, not only into the estimatlon 
of the collapsed term, but also Into the coeffic1ents of the other 
independent variables. They propose to estimate the following 
reduced-form equatlon: 
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or, alternatively, 
• • • • • • s =(n -n)+(m -m ) -4>Y +4> y +;>'i -;>. I , 
t tt t tt t 
• • • • e S =(n -n)+(m -m )-4>Y +4> y +;>.!¡s. 
t t t t t t 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Using these reduced-form equations, Rasulo and Wilford (1980) 
obtaln more favourable results for the flexlble-prlce monetary model for 
the US$/UKP and US$/IL rates durlng the 1973.1-1978.1 and 1973.1-1976.11 
period, respectlvely. However, Backus (1984) does not obtain the same 
supportive results for the CD/US$ rate for 1971.I-1980.IV perlod. 
On the other hand, Haynes and Stone (1981) contend that empirlcal 
tests of exchange rate models based 
inappropriate because 
on equatlons (2.6) or (2.7) 
the explanatory variables 
are 
are 
specified 
and misleading 
in difference form (for example, the logarithmic difference 
between money supplies). Such subtractive linear constralnts are 
especially dangerous because the specification bias which in general 
results from the restrlction of terms leads to a slgn reversal In the 
constralned coefficient. This follows because a reversal can be more 
likely, ceterLs parLbus, the stronger the direct correlation between the 
relevant domestic and foreign variables. 
Estimation of equation (2.6) for the recent floatlng exchange rate 
period in which monetary authorities have intervened in the foreign 
exchange markets faces a potential simultaneous equation bias, since the 
domestic money supply term will be correlated wlth the error term (as 
will the foreign money supply), if the foreign monetary authorities 
intervene. A simple method of accounting for the simultaneity of the 
exchange rate and the money supply Involves constralnlng the coefficlent 
• on (m-m) to unity and estlmating (4.3) Instead of (2.6): 
• Dornbusch (1980) assumes that the dependent variable s-m+m follows a 
partlal adjustment scheme and improves the speclfication of the money 
demand functlon by introducing a long-term interest rate as an 
additional opportunity cost variable. The resulting equation Is 
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• 
• • • s -m +m =a (s -m +m ) a (y -y ) 
t t t 21 t-I t-I t-I - 22 t t 
• • +a (i -i )+a (1 -i ), 
23 t t 24 Lt Lt 
(4.4) 
where (lL -i L) is the long-term relative bond interest rateo The 
lncluslon of two Interest rates Instead of one suggests that assets 
wlthin each country with different term structures exert different 
influences on the demand for moneyl4. Dornbusch's (1980) results fall to 
support the model, even for equation (4.4). 
The sarne arguments about potential slmultaneous equation bias apply 
to the reduced-form equations (2.29) and (2.34) derlved from the 
sticky-prlce monetary model 
4.2.2.- The PPP assumpHon. 
A key factor In the fallure of the f1exible-price monetary model 15 
the use of the purchasing power parity assumption in relatlng exchange 
rates and prlces. 
Although the examination of PPP for the interwar exper'lence wlth 
f10ating exchange rates by Frenkel (1978) and Krugman (1978) gave 
evidence conslstent wlth the that hypothesis, the tests of the absolute 
PPP for the recent floating suggest that purchasing power parlty does 
not hold In the short run [see, e. g., Frenkel (1981), Ml11er (1984), 
Hakkio (1984) and Rush and Husted (1985)]. Even though thls assumption 
15 not essential for analyzing the role of monetary variables in 
influenclng exchange rates [as Bllson (1979a) has proved by derlvlng 
equations (2.6) and (2.7) without expliclt reference to purchasing power 
parltyl, It may be useful to aUow explicltly for divergences from 
purchasing power parlty. 
Let us denote the ratio of foreign prlces (expressed in domestic 
currency) to domestic prlces (i.e., the real exchange rate) by Q=SP·IP. 
14 
Note that thl. assumptlon should not vlolate the assumptlon th.t assot 
types between the two countrles are perreet substitutos. 
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Absolute purchasing power parity assumes that Q equals uníty on a 
systematic basls, which is the basls for equatlon (2.4). In general, 
however, Q>1 if domestlc prlces, P, are lower than comparable foreign 
• prlces, SP , and Q<1 If domestlc prices exceed foreign prices converted 
into domestic currency. The relatlonship between the exchange rate and 
the relative price level can then be expressed by 
or, taklng logarlthms, 
• S=QPIP , 
• s=q+p-p . (4.5) 
Thls modlfled version of the purchasing power parity hypothesls allows 
the exchange rate to dlverge from the relative levels (Q"I or q"O), but 
by a fixed margin, Implylng that Q Is flxed over time. Combinlng 
equations (2.3) and (4.5), we obtain 
Moreover, Clements and Frenkel (1980) argue that the assumptlon 
that the prices which are relevant for money markets are the same as 
those relevant for purchasing power parity can easlly be relaxed by 
allowing the price level to be a welghted average of the nontradable and 
the Internatlonally traded goods, 
•• • p =cp N +(1-c)p T' (4.8) 
where PN and PT denote, respectlvely, the logarithm of prlces of 
nontradable and tradable goods, and c denotes the weight of nontradable 
• goods in the prlce index, and where we have assumed that c=c • 
If purchasing power parlty holds only for tradable goods, we 
replace equatlon (2.4) by (4.9) 
• 
s=PT -PT' 
Using equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) In (2.3) yields 
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(4.9) 
• • • • s =(n -n)+(m -m )-q,(y -y )+;>,(1 -1 ) 
t tt tt tt 
• • 
+c{(Pn-p Nt)-(P n-P Nt)}' (4.10) 
Equatlon (4.10) states that a rise in the domestlc relative price of 
traded goods results in a depreciation of the currency, and that a rlse 
in the foreign relatlve price of traded goods results in an appreclation 
of the currency. Note that the elastlcity of the exchange rate with 
respect to the relatlve prlce should approxlmate c (the relative share 
of spending on non-traded goods). Since the Clements and Frenkel (1980) 
paper deals with the 1920s, it is not considered in Table 4.1. They 
conclude that "broadly, the results ... are reasonably satlsfactory" (p. 
254). 
Following Hsieh (1982), who assumed that 
• •• P T=J -h N' 
• •• 
P N=J -h N' 
(4.11a) 
(4.11b) 
(4.11c) 
(4.11d) 
where h
T 
and h
N 
denote, respectively, the logarithm of average (and 
marginal) products of labor in the traded and nontraded Industries, and 
where J is the logarithm of the nominal wage rate (measured in local 
currency), we can derive the following reduced-form equatlon for the 
exchange rate from equatlons (4.7), (4.8), (4.9) and (4.11), 
••• • s =c{(h -h Hh -h »+(k -k)+(m -m ) 
t NT N T t t 
• • 
-q,(y -y )+;>.(1 -i ). 
t t t t 
(4.12) 
Hacche and Townend (1981) argue, on the other hand, that the role 
played by purchasing power parity would be better described by the 
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lagged adjustment of relatlve prices to exchange rates than by the 
lagged adjustment of exchange rates to relative price levels. This 
transmission mechanism suggests an alternative model, obtained by 
replaclng (2.4) with: 
• • P -p =v(s +p -p ) t t t t-I t-I' (4.13) 
Substituting prices from (2.3), yields the following reduced-form for 
the exchange rate, 
1 • 1 • ..p • s =( / -1)(n -n)+ / (m -m Hm -m )- / (y -y ) 
t V V t t t-I t-I V t t 
• i\ • • +.p(y -y )+ / (I -1 Hi -1 ). t-I t-I V t t t-I t-I (4.14) 
4.2.3.- Money-demand spec!f!catlon. 
Some authors have pointed out that the inability of recent studles 
to find empirlcal support for the monetary models may be due to the 
inappropriate speciflcation of money demand functions. 
Equations (2.0 and (2.2) assume that money markets clear 
instantaneously. There have been several attempts In the Iiterature to 
allow for lags In money market adjustments. Following Goldfeld (1973), 
Bilson (1978a) specifies the followlng money-market equilibrium equatlon 
that allows actual money holdings to adjust slowly to the deslred level, 
and in which the errors in the demand function follows a flrst-order 
movlng-average scheme, 
m -p =n+q,y -Al +T(m -p )+pu +u, 
t t t t t-I t-I t-I t 
(4.15) 
• • • • • •• • • m -p =n +q,y -Al +T(m -p )+pu + u t' (4.16) 
t t t t t t-I t-I t-I 
where u . . ~ and u are Independently-dlstrlbuted random variables , and 
where we have assumed that the demand for money functions for both 
countries have the same partlal adJustment coefflclent T (T Is assumed 
to be positive and less than one). From these equations and from the 
purchasing power parlty equation (2.4) and the uncovered Interest parlty 
16 w. • can lnterpret u and u to be elther technlcal lnnovatlon 01' 
porttollo dlsturbances. 
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equation (2.5), we can obtaln, as Bllson does, the following 
exchange-rate equatlon that Includes a lagged dependent variable and 
serial dependence in the error structure: 
• • • e S =(n -n)+(m -m )-q,(y -y )+;>'6S +TS +pc +c, t t t t t t t-I t-I t 
• where c=u -u. 
(4.17) 
For the sticky-price monetary model, by substituting equatlons 
(4.15) and (4.16) Into equation (2.21), we replace equations (1.29) and 
(1.34) by similar equatlons whleh contaln, In addition to the 
explanatory variables there consldered, the lagged value of the exchange 
rate and a first-order moving-average [MA(I») error termo 
BlIson (l978b) allows for a trend in the shlft factor of the money 
• demand funetlon, n -n, of the form 
• n -n=no +~t (4.18) 
to account for the faet that the shlft factor reflects sorne exogenous 
movements In the relatlve demand for the two currencles. Examples of 
factors responslble for such a change are the degree of uncertalnty 
about the monetary and fiscal policles and the dlfferent rate of growth 
of the population of the countrles under study. In (4.18), no Is a 
constant and ~ Is the rate of growth In the relatlve money demando 
Substituting (4.18) into (2.6) and (2.7), we obtain 
• • • • s =(n -n)+(m -m )-q,(y -y )+;>'0 -i )+~t 
t tt tt tt 
(4.19) 
and 
• • • e S =(n -n)+(m -m )-q,(y -y )+;>'(lls )+~t. 
t t t t t 
(4.20) 
For the stlcky-prlce monetary model, substitutlng (4.18) Into 
(2.21) wlll result In the addition of the ~t term In (2.29) and (2.34). 
Keran (1979) takes into aecount the length of time needed by market 
particlpants to reeognize that the relatlve excess supplles of money 
have changed by Introduclng time lags In equatlon (2.6): 
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• n S =(k -k)+I: z' , 
t l t-n 
(4.21) 
where 
which 
• • • n z' =(m-m ) -q,(y-y )+A(H ) and I:I refers to the sum of months in 
changes In excess money supplies wlll have thelr effect on the 
exchange rateo Slmllarly, for the sticky-price monetary model, we expand 
equations (2.29) and (2.34) by Introducing lagged values of the relevant 
explanatory variables consldered there. 
Frenkel and Clements (1981) speclfy a richer formulatlon of the 
demand for money that recognlzes that the spectrum of alternatlve assets 
and rates of return relevant for the speclflcatlon of the demand for 
• money is rather broad, Includlng both rates of Interest, I and 1, as 
well as the forward premlum on foreign exchange, lis·. They as sume that 
the domestlc demand for domestlc money depends on domestlc income and on 
alternatlve rates of return, accordlng to 
L =n ycf>exp[-A(I-¡")-Vlls·1 
l l 
and that the foreign demand for domestlc money is 
• • *tI> • e L I=n IY exp[-A(I-I )-vlls )1, 
• where the total demand for domestlc money is LI +L l =L. Analogously, the 
demand for forelgn money Is also composed of domestic demand for forelgn 
• money, L2' and foreign demand for foreign money, L 2' according to 
L2 =n2 ycf>exp[-A(I-i' )+vlls·I, 
and 
• • '<1> '. L 2=n 2 Y exp[-A(H )+vlls l . 
• From the purchasing power parlty, S=PIP, but the equilibrlum In the 
• •• money market implles that PIP =(M/M )(L /L), so 
=(M/M'){n y<l> +n ·y·cf»/(n ycf> +n ·y·cf>llexp[2vllS· 1, 
2 2 l l 
or, taking logarlthms, 
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s =(m -m· )+log(n yif! +n .y.", )-log(n y +n .y.", )+2tJlls
t
e
. 
t t t 2t 2t It It 
(4.22) 
Some authors have suggested that Instability In demand for money 
functlons may be responslble for the break-down of the monetary approach 
to exchange rate determinatlon In the early 1980s (see for example 
Frankel (1981, 1982), Bllson (1979), and Smith and Wlckens (1986». Many 
money demand analysts believe that such instablllty is the result of the 
acceleratlng process of flnanclal innovatlon, deregulation and 
internatlonal integratlon of world financial markets (see for example 
Goldfeld (1976), Judd and Scadding (1982), Laidler (1985), and Judd et. 
al. (1988»16. These factors tend to reduce the quantlty of money 
demanded at given prices, incomes, and interest rates. Such a movement 
in the domestic money stock would suggest an appreciation in the 
domestic exchange rate according to the monetary models. However, as 
Boothe and Poloz (1988) point out, with prlces unchanged, and assuming 
that PPP holds in the long run, no movement in the exchange rate would 
be forthcoming. Thus, shifts in demand for money functions translate 
directly into instabillty in monetary models of exchange rates. Boothe 
and Poloz (1988) try to accommodate the effects of such financial 
developments redefining money. By so doing, they obtain sllght 
improvements in fit, but they have problems with coefflcient signs and 
their data rejects the homogeneity predicted by the models. 
There have also been some attempts to include wealth, in additlon 
to income, as a transaction variable in the money demand functlon. 
Frankel (1982) as sumes the fOllowing money market equlllbrlum 
conditions, 
m -p ="'y +ifJw -Al 
t t t t t 
• • •• •• •• 
m t -p t='" y tI/! w t-A i t' 
(4.25) 
(4.24) 
From these equlllbrium condltlons he obtains the following exchange rate 
16 An alternatlve explanatlon la the vlew of money as ti. "burler stock" 
(see Goodhart. 1984), 
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equation 
• • • • • • • 
st=mt-m t ...pYt+q, y t -l/IWtI/J w t+i\i t -i\ i t' (4.25) 
Note that the asset market approach to exchange-rate determlnation 
places emphasis on the capital account of the balance of payments. 
However, the incluslon of wealth brings the current account back into 
exchange rate determlnatlon. A current account deficit will redistrlbute 
wealth from domestlc to forelgn resldents, slmultaneously ralslng 
forelgn money demand, lowerlng domestlc money demand, and raising the 
exchange rateo Frankel's (1982) results are very encouraglng. 
Followlng Frankel (1982), we can include a relative wealth term in 
the stlcky-prlce monetary model through a wealth effect In the demand 
for money. From the money market equillbrlum conditlons (4.23) and 
(4.24), assuming for slmpliclty that the real balance demands are 
•• • identlcal between countrles (Le., q,=q, ,i\=i\ and I/J=I/J ), we can replace 
equatlon (4.21) with (4.26) 
• • • • • (mt-m t)-(Pt-P t)=q,(Yt-y t)-i\Ot-1 t)+I/J(wt-w t) (4.26) 
In Frankel's system of behavioral equatlons (2.20, (1.5a) and (2.30) . 
• With the addltlonal assumptlon that (w-w ) Is not expected to change In 
the future, we can then obtaln the followlng reduced-form equation for 
the exchange rate 
• 'j' • 'j' • 
s =(m -m Hq,+ 1 )(y -y HI/J+ 1 )(w -w ) ttt c5tt c5tt 
1 • O' 1 • 
- 1,,0 -1 )+(i\ 1.+ la)(ll -ll ). 
ut t o t t 
(4.27) 
Frankel's original estimates are very supportive of the modeI. On the 
other hand, Frankel (1984) allows for dlvergences from the purchasing 
power parity using the modlfied version (4.5) of equation (2.4) 
[reproduced here as (4.5a)J, and he al so Introduces a drift In velocity 
In the money demand functions [equatlons (4.28) and (4.29)J: 
...... ... _. 
s=q+p-p , 
m=p+q,y-i\T+v , 
t 
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(4.5a) 
(4.28) 
........ .... .... . 
m =p +t/>y -Al +v , 
t 
(4.29) 
where ~ denotes long-run equilibrium. Using these equatlons in Frankel's 
(1979) system of equations, we have 
(j 1 • • +(A+ I,/Ia)(nt-n t)+(vt-v t)+qt' (4.30) 
The emplrlcal evldence about thls reduced-form equation is mlxed: 
Frankel (1984) finds signlficant support for it, but Hacche and Townend 
(1983) do not find much support. 
Lafrance and Racette (1985) assume that • (w-w ) follows an 
ARIMA(1,l,O) process and obtain the following equatlon for Frankel's 
(1979) model with wealth 
• • • • s =a (m -m )+a (y -y )+a (p -p )+a (n -n ) t31t t 32t t 33t t 34t t 
(?) H (+) 
• • +a (w -w )+a (w -w ), 35 t t 36 t-I t-I (4.31) 
H (+) 
where the expected values or signs of the coefficients are denoted In 
parentheses and where a +a =1. 31 33 
Neither Lafrance and Racette (1985) nor Leventakis (1987) obtain 
results that support the theory. 
4.2.4.-The rote of equity markets. 
Another reason for the divergence of the exchange-rate predictlons 
of the monetary models from actual exchange rates is the omlsslon of 
trends in equlty markets. 
As ehinn (1989) argues, the greater integratlon of equlty markets, 
that has led to a greater llnk between these markets and internatlonal 
financial flows, means that equlty markets have an increasing influence 
on exchange rates. This influence can help to explain some excess 
variability in foreign exchange markets, since equity markets have a 
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tendency to develop slgnlflcant prlcing errors [see, e. g., Shiller 
(1981) and Campbell and Shiller (1987»). 
We can Introduce the role of equity markets in exchange-rate 
determinatlon by reformulating the uncovered Interest-parity equatlon 
(2.5) as follows 
e e _. 
Ils =s -s =(1-1;)(1 -1 )+1;0 -1 ), 
t t+l t t t Kt Kt 
(4.32) 
where I
K 
Is one period return on equities. In equatlon (4.32) we have 
assumed that investors apply a weighting to equity and bond returns such 
that the expected depreciatlon equals a weighted average of the interest 
and holding period return differentials . 
• Substituting (H) from (4.32) into (2.6) we obtain the 
following revised specificatlon of the flexible-price monetary model: 
(4.33) 
Similarly, by substltuting the amended uncovered interest-parity 
equation (4.32) for equatlon (2.5a) in Frankel's system of behavioral 
equations; we obtaln the following reduced-form equatlon for the 
exchange rate 
• • (1-1;) • s =(m -m )-¡p(y -y)- 1 (j -i ) 
ttt tt ett 
1" • 1 • 
- '> / (l -1 )+(A+ / )(rr-rr ). 
e Kt Kt e 
(4.34) 
4.2.5.- The perfect substitutab¡¡¡ty assumption. 
A last explanatlon for the fallure of the monetary models is the 
questionable assumption of perfect sUbstltutabillty between assets 
denominated in different currencies. We wlll consider the extensions 
derlved by relaxlng this assumptlon In Sectlon 6, where we study the 
different endeavors to Integrate the monetary and portfolio-balance 
approaches to exchange-rate determlnatlon. 
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4.1.6.-Evaluat!ng the relat!ve importance of the causes of failure of 
the monetary models. 
Smith and Wickens (1986) attempt to provide measures of the 
relative importance of the principal causes of failure of the monetary 
models by including an additional term in each structural equation to 
represent any misspecification and by estimating the extra contribution 
of these variables compared with the original restrlcted reduced form 
equatlon for the exchange rateo This Information, they argue, can be 
used to help determine how to respeclfy the system in such a way that it 
has the maximum beneflt for the reduced form of particular interest. 
By estimatlng varlous restrlcted verslons of the general stochastic 
model In which all the structural errors are represented, they confirm 
the importance of the breakdown of the PPP assumption, but they also 
show that mlsspeciflcation of the money market Is equally important. 
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4.2.- THE EQUILIBRIUM RATIONAL EXPECfATIONS MODEL. 
The emplrlcal evldence of the EquLlíbríum Rationa! Expectattons 
mode! (EREM) Is represented In Table 4.1 by to kind of different 
results. On the one hand, Hoffman and Schlagenhauf (1983) obtaln 
supportíve results for the US$/DM, US$/FF and US$IUKP rates for the 
1974.06-1982.10 period, assuming that the exogenous variables follow 
ARIMA{1,I,O) processes. On the other hand, Backus (1984) achieves poor 
results for the CD/US$ exchange rate for the 1971. 1-1980. IV period, 
assumlng that the explanatory variables follow AR(1) and AR(2) 
processes, as do GAmez-AmIAn and Navarro-G6mez (1986) for the Spanlsh 
Peseta effective exchange rate durlng the 1973.07-1981. 09 period, uslng 
the Box-Jenkins (1970) methodology to identlfy the processes followed by 
the explanatory variables. 
Woo (1985) extends the EREM to Include partial adjustment in the 
demand for money functions as specified In equations (4.15) and (4.16). 
Comblnlng these equatlons wlth equations (2.5), (2.10) and (2.12) the 
followlng reduced-form exchange rate equation can be obtained 
where 
gives 
s ={1+;>.flz' +.(I+;>.fls +;>'(I+;>.fIE s, (4.35) 
t t t-I t t+1 
• • • • • z' =(n -n)+(m-m ) -t/>(y-y ) -.(m-m) -(u-u). Rearranglng 
t t t t-I t 
~ ~ ~ (1+;>,) E s -s +.(1+;>.) s =-;>,{1+;>') z' 
t t+1 t t-I t (4.36) 
terms 
On taking expectations through (1.36) condltioned on information 
general1y avallable at time t-I we obtain 
-1 1 -1 -1 0+;>') E lE s -E s +.(1+;>') E s =-;>'(1+;>') E z' , 
t-I t t+1 t-I t t-I t-I t-I t 
01' 
(4.37) 
A solution for equation (4.37) can be obtained fol1owlng Wickens 
(1985). Using the forward operator F, where rlxt=EtXt+J, we can wrlte 
the characterlstic equatlon of (4.37) as 
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whlch has the solution 
2A 
Denotlng the two roots ¡;I and ¡;2' Wlckens shows that they satlsfy ¡;I <1 
and ¡;/1 (i.e., the solutlon Is a saddle point). 
Equatlon (4.37) can then be rewrltten as 
A(F-¡; )(F-¡;)s =-E z' , 
1 2 t-I t-I t 
so that 
-1 -1 
-A¡; F(1-¡; F )(1-¡; F)s =-Fz' , 2 1 2 t-I t-I 
and therefore 
From thls last equatlon St can be expressed as follows 
1 "'-J s =1; s - I I: ¡; E z' t 1 t-I (A¡;) J~O 2 t t+j' 
2 
(4.38) 
On taking expectatlons through (4.38) condltlonal on Informatlon 
available at time t-l we obtaln 
1 '" -J E s =¡; s - I I: ¡; E z'. t-I t 1 t-I (Al;) J~o 2 t-I t+J 
2 
(4.39) 
From the definition of ratlonal expectation it follows that 
s =E s +c , t t-I t t (4.40) 
where ct Is the lnnovatlon In St wlth respect to lnformatlon dated t-l. 
Hence, comblnlng (4.40) and (4.39) the solution of equatlon (4.37) ls 
glven by 
1 "'-J E s =¡; s - I I: ¡; E z' +c. t-I t 1 t-I (A¡;) J~O 2 t-I t+J t 
2 
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(4.37' ) 
Woo (1985) estimates (4.37') jointly with a vector autoregressive model 
(VAR) of the exogenous variables z'. obtaining supportive results for 
the reformulated EREM. 
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5. - THE PORTFOLlO-BAlANCE MOOEl: EMPIRICAl EVIOENCE ANO EXTENSIONS 
5.1.- REDUCED-FORM ECONOMETRIC EVIDENCE. 
An important problem faced by researchers applying this model is 
the absence of data on holdings of financial assets by currency of 
denomination. In practice, most studies have used cumulated current 
account balances (from sorne benchmarks) of the two countries concerned 
as proxies for the net bilateral supplies of foreign assets. 
Table 5.1 surnmarizes sorne empirical tests of the Portfollo-Balance 
Model during the 1970s and 1980s. As in the case of the monetary models,. 
around 1979 there is a break down in the explanatory power of the mode!. 
The empirical estimation of equation (3.5) is represented in Table 
5.1 by Branson, Haltunnen, and Masson (1977), Branson and Haltunnen 
(1979), and Martin and Masson (1979). They adjust the cumulated current 
account surpluses for cumulated official intervention, and in estimation 
attempt to aliow for simultaneous determination of intervention pollcy. 
While the first study finds reasonable support for the model, the second 
study obtains mixed results, depending on currencies and periods, and 
the last ohe rejects the mode!. 
Bisignano and Hoover (1980) consider al so the supplies of domestic 
and foreign government interest-bearing debt as an explanatory variable, 
and find strong confirmation of the portfollo-balance model for three of 
the four currencies they study. In their 1982 paper the results are not 
so supportlve of the mode!. 
Further attempts to estimate this original version of the 
portfollo-balance model are represented in Table 5.1 by Backus (1984) 
and Leventakis (1987). Both studies reJect the model for the exchange 
rates and periods considered. 
The emplrical evidence for the Frankel's (1983) version of the 
portfollo-balance model is very poor. 
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5.2.- INTRODUCING EQUITY MARKETS. 
Followlng Sarantls (1987), 
Introducing equlty assets Into 
we can expand 
the portfollo 
structural equatlons of the model are now as follows 
W =M +B +K +S A , 
t t t t tt 
Branson's model by 
of Investors. The 
(5.U 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
where K Is the nominal stock of domestic equlty assets, K is the deslred 
fractlon of wealth held as equlty assets, and I
K 
15 the domestic nominal 
Interest rate (or yield) on equity assets. 
In the short run, the asset stocks (M, B, K, and A) are 
predetermined. If we assume that the domestic economy 15 small relative 
to the foreign economy (1. e., ¡" is flxed exogenously), given the 
Identity (5,5), only three of the four equations (5,1) to (5.4) are 
independent, These determine the exchange rate, S, and the domestlc 
Interest rates, 1 and i
K
, 
The reduced-form equation for the exchange rate Is then 
• S =<p' +<p' M ±<p' B -<p' K -<p' A -<p' i . 
t1233t4t5t6t 
(5.6) 
As for the case of an increase In domestlc bond stock, the effect of an 
increase in domestic equity stock on the exchange rate is amblguous, 
depending on the relative substitutabllity among domestic assets versus 
domestic and forelgn assets. 
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6. -THE SVNTHESIS OF THE MONET ARV ANO PORTFOLlO-BALANCE EaUATIONS. 
6.1.- THEORETICAL MODELS. 
The monetary models, which assume that the short-run rlsk premium 
Is zero or that assets denominated in dlfferent currencies are perfect 
substitutes in the short run, will present misspecification problems If 
there Is imperfect substitutability of assets in the short run and hence 
the existence of a rlsk premlum. On the other hand, the 
portfolio-balance model, that allows for Imperfect substltutablllty 
between assets denominated In different currencies, is al so likely to be 
misspecified unless it Incorporates expectations. 
There have been attempts by a number of researchers to improve on 
estimates of the reduced-form monetary and portfolio-balance equatlons 
by combining features of both models Into a reduced-form equation of 
exchange-rate determination (see for example Isard (1980), Hooper and 
Morton (1980), Frankel (1983, 1984), and Hacche and Townend (1983». 
Bisignano and Hoover (1980) develop a real rate augmented monetary 
equation of short-run exchange-rate determination that takes Into 
account portfollo balance conslderatlons by assumlng (a) that short-run 
devlations from the long-run equilibrium exchange rate [equation 
• (2.4) J are caused by devlations in real interest rates, r and r , 
• s -s=-r(r -r ) (6.1) t t t' 
where s is the long-run equillbrium exchange rate, determlned by 
relatlve prlces; and (b) that In the short run the real Interest rate is 
determined by the ratio of outslde bonds to outside money, X, 
r=A(x). (6.2) 
Combining (6.1l and (6.2) wlth (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
• • • • • 
st=(n -n)+(mt-m t)-I/>(Yt-y t)+;>'(!t-I t)-T(Xt-X t)' (6.3) 
where we use X as a proxy of the real Interest function given by 
(6.2). Blsignano and Hoover (1980) obtain a substantial improvement in 
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the goodness of fit by replaclng equatlon (2.6) with equatlon (6.3) (See 
Table 6.1). 
An Interestlng varlant of the sticky-prJce monetary model is 
developed by Drlskill (1981). Hls stock-flow model generalizes the 
Dornbusch (1976) model by permitting imperfect substitutablllty between 
forelgn and domestlc assets and by allowing trade flows to affect 
flnancial markets through the balance of payrnents. He replaces the 
uncovered-interest-parlty condition (2.5a) In the Dornbusch framework 
with the balance-of -payments equation 
where A Is the net demand for foreign assets and T Is the trade balance. 
Demand for forelgn assets Is specified as a function of expected net 
yields: 
• • A =1)[s -s -(1 -1 ) J 
t t+l t t t ' 
(6.5) 
and the trade balance is assumed to be a linear functlon of the 
logarlthm of relatlve prlces and the logarithm of relative Incomes: 
• • T =w[s -(p -p ))+q,(y -y). 
t t t t t t 
(6.6) 
Therefore, by substitutlng (6.5) and (6.6) into (6.4), we can express 
the balance of payments as follows 
• •• 1){E s -s -O -1 )}-A =w{s -(p -p ) )-IJI(y -y). 
t t+1 t t t t-¡ t t t t t 
(6.4a) 
If we assume that the relatlve money supply follows a random walk, 
equation (2.26) becomes 
• E s -s =9«m -m )-s}. 
t t+1 t t t t 
(6.7) 
Combinlng (6.7) and (6.4a), we have 
•• •• 
'Jj{9[(m -m )-s Hi -1 )}-A =w{s -(p -p ) }-q,(y -y ) 
t t t t t t-I t t t t t' 
or, solving for s, 
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• SUbstituting for (H ) from (2.15a), we obtaln 
On the other hand, by substitutlng (2.15a) and (6.7) Into (6.5), we 
have 
• 1 • • • A =1)(8[(m -m )-s ]-l,[</>(y -y Hm -m )+(p -p lll, 
t tttl\tt tttt 
or, lagging thls expresslon one period, and uslng the result to 
elimlnate A In (6.8), we obtain 
t-l 
("'e) ("'8+"'1;>') • • s -{., 1 )s +{., ., 1 )[(m m ) (m m )] 
t- (w+1)8) t-l (w+1)e) t- t - t-l- t-l 
+((W-1)/;>.) I(W+1)8)}(Pt -p. t )+«1)/;>.) l(w+1)8) )(Pt-l-P• t-l) 
(ljI-1)8/;>') • (1)8/;>') • 
+{ l(w+1)e)}(Yt-y tH l(w+1)e)}(Yt-l-y t-/ 
• Finally, assumlng further that (y-y ) Is a random walk, we obtain 
s ={(1)e) 1 }s +«1)8+1)/;>')1 )[(m -m· )-(m -m' )] 
t (w+1)e) t-l (W+1)e) t t t-l t-l 
(6.9) 
From equatlons (2.22) and (2.21a), the reduced form for the 
expected difference between prices can be wrltten as 
. ~. 
E (p -p )=c5s +(1-<5- I,)(p -p ) 
t t+l t+l t 1\ t t 
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trI/> • tr • +('1- I,)(y -y )+ 1, (m -m ). 
I\tt I\t t 
(6.10) 
• Drlskill lags this equation to substltute for (p-p) in (6.9) and 
obtalns the followlng expression 
+{[O-Ó-(l'/A)trIA+('/J-1/I/>/A»)1 }( _. )+{i! 1 }( .) 
(W+1/9) Pt-l p t-l (w+1/9) Yt-y t 
The model provldes somewhat dlfferent predictlons from the 
Dornbusch and Frankel speclficatlons. Long-run neutrallty stlll holds 
• • (the coefficients of s, (m-m ), and (p-p) at varlous lags sum to one), 
but overshootlng Is no longer necessary. The crucial parameter Is 1/: 
with perfect substltutability between domestlc and foreign assets 
• (jnflnlte 1/), the coefficlent of (m-m) exceeds one, but for f1nlte 
values, the initial response of s to a monetary shock may exceed or 
"undershoot" its long-run response. 
Driskill (981) obtalns satlsfactory estlmates of this version of 
Frankel's (979) model, whlle Hacche and Townend (1981), Lafrance and 
Racette (985), and Leventakis (987) conc1ude that the valldlty of this 
version of the model is questionable. 
Hooper and Morton (982) modlfy the Dornbusch-Frankel model to 
allow for a shift in the long-run equilibrium real exchange rate and the 
exlstence of a rlsk premlum. The equilibrlum exchange rate Is defined as 
the rate that Is conslstent today wlth current and expected future 
values of its underlying determlnants. To derive such determlnants we 
can divide the equillbrlum nominal rate into its relative price and real 
components: 
- ...... * ... s=(p-p )+q. (6.12) 
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From the home and forelgn money market equlllbrium conditions, we can 
obtain the equilibrium relative prices (equation (2.32), reproduced here 
as (6.13)J assuming that the interest differential equals the inflation 
differential in equllibrium: 
....... .....,. ,....... ...._. (p-p )=(m-m )-~(y-y )+~(If-If ). (6.13) 
The equillbrium real exchange rate (j) is deflned by Hooper and 
Morton as the rate that equlllbrates the current account in the long 
runo To simpllfy the model they assume that the expected future change 
In the real exchange rate is zero, so that (j shlfts over time only in 
response to unexpected developments about the current account. 
Therefore, 
(j -(j =-(1/I,;){CA -E CA l, 
t t-l t t-l t 
(6.14) 
where CA denotes the current account balance. 
Summing (6.14) over time yields 
(6.15) 
Equation (6.15) states that the equllibrium real exchange rate in perlod 
t ls a function of an lnltial equilibrium rate, (j , and the cumulative 
. o 
sum of past non-transitory unexpected changes in the current account 
balance. 
To close the model Hooper and Morton replace the uncovered interest 
parity condition (2.5a). in the Frankel's sticky-price monetary model 
with an augmented version that allows for imperfect substitutabllity of 
assets 
• • As =i -i +r, 
t t 
(6.16) 
where r represents the risk premium attached to the addition of foreign 
investment to asset portfollos in the absence of covering. 
Substituting (6.15) into the rational expectation equation 
(2.31) and solving for s, we get 
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... .... .... 
s -s-(1/9)(0 -llHI -1l )-r}. (6.17) 
t t t 
Finally, substltuting (6.16) and (6.32) into (6.12) and the result into 
(6.17),and assuming that current equilibrlum values of money supplies, 
income levels and Inflation rates are given by their current actual 
values, ylelds 
• • .... t s =(m -m )-~(y -y )+i\(1l -1l )+q -(1/1:)1: {CA -E CA} 
t t t t t t t o 1=0 t-I t-I-I t-I 
• • (6.18) -(1/9)((1 -1l Hi -1l )-r). 
t t t t 
Equatlon (6.18) expresses the spot exchange rate as a functlon of the 
relatlve money, income and inflatlon rates as determinants of 
equilibrium relatlve prJces; cumulatlve movements in the current 
account, as determinants of the equilibrium real exchange rate; and the 
real interest rate differentlal and the risk premlum. In equation 
(6.18) an increase in the risk premlum (lnduced by a decline in current 
account or off/el al Interventlon in the exchange market) leads to a 
depreciation of the domestic currency. Thls formulatlon may be vlewed as 
a general form in which both the flexlble-price and the stlcky-price 
monetary models are speclal cases. 
By integratlng the monetary models, as presented by equatlon 
(6.19), with the portfollo-balance model, as presented in equation 
(6.20), Frankel (1983) suggest an alternative synthetic model that can 
be represented by equatlon (6.21), 
• • • 1 •• s =(m -m )-~(y -y )+i\(I -1 )- / [(1 -1l Hi -1l ) 1 
ttt tt tt9tt tt 
(6.19) 
• • s =b -a -k-![I -1 -l1s 1 
t t t t t t 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
Slnce equatlon (6.21) contains the monetary and portfolio-balance models 
as speclal cases, it provldes a framework for evaluating them 
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empirically. 
Following Sarantis (1987), Nguyen and Chiang (1989) suggest yet 
another way of combining 
portfolio-balance approaches. 
elements of both the monetary and 
In order to introduce a long-run 
equilibrium exchange-rate into Branson et ai.'s model, Sarantis replaces 
¡" with ir in the equlllbrium asset markets equations (5.U to (5.3) and 
introduces two additional equations into the structural equatlons of the 
model: 
(6.22) 
and 
(6.23) 
Equation (6.22) states that the return on foreign assets, ir, is equal 
• to the foreign interest rate, i, plus the expected depreclation of the 
domestic currency, AS·. Equatlon (6.23) postulates that the latter is 
generated by a regressive expectations mechanlsm, where S is the 
long-run exchange rateo 
From the structural equatlons (5.U to (5.5) (as amended), (6.22) 
and (6.23), Sarantls obtalns the followlng equations for the exchange 
rate (S) and interest rate on domestic bonds (1): 
. -St=S(M,B,K,A,i ,S) 
and 
. -It=HM,B,K,A,1 ,S), 
< i 1 '>0, and 1;;>0. 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
I =0, 
A 
Nguyen and Chiang (1989) integrate the flexible-price monetary 
model into the aboye framework by assumlng that equatlon (2.6) holds in 
the long runo Without imposing any speclflc functlonal form, they write 
this assumption as follows: 
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- - . .. S=S(M/M ,Y/Y ,I,i ), (6.26) 
where 81.1/1/>0, 8y /y.<O, 8¡>O, and 8¡.<O, and where the long-run values 
of monetary supplies, Income levels, and Interest rates are taken to be 
the same as the current-perlod values. 
Substltutlon of (6.26) into (6.24) ylelds 
I ••• St=S (M,B,K,A,I ,M/M ,Y/Y ), (6.27) 
Finally, let us consider an extenslon of the portfolio-balance 
model that introduces forelgn asset accumulatIon through the balance of 
payments. Promlnent examples Include Kourl (1976) and Dornbusch and 
Flscher (1980). In the slmplest verslon all bond s are perfect 
substItutes. A discrete-tlme version Is given by 
• M (i +E S -S, Y ,M +B +S A )=M t t t t+l t t t t t t t-l (6.28) 
(6.29) 
Equatlon (6.28) is slmply the monetary equilibrium condition wlth 
Interest parlty, and the demand for money assumed to be dependent on the 
interest-rate dlfferentIal between domestic and forelgn bonds, on real 
Income (Y), and on start-of-period wealth. Equatlon (6.29) is the 
balance-of -payments equation. Typlcally, the trade balance depends 
positively on the exchange rate, and negatively on real income and 
start-of-period wealth. The lags of A result from taking a di serete-time 
analog of a contInuous-time modeI. 
A linear approximation of (6.28) and (6.29) around a statlonary 
polnt E S =S =8=1 and A =A =A is t t+l t t t-¡ 
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[:. : ] [dE:::,,]. • 1+(T +1 ) 
3 t 
. [ (l-M )dM -M dB -M di -M dY ] 3 t3tl t2t 
-T dM -T dB -Adl· -T dY 
3t3t t2t 
] [:::J 
(6.30) 
where dZ=Z-Z for any variable Z. The statlonary polnt is a saddle polnt. 
The long-run equlllbrlum exchange rate depends on the forclng variables, 
whlch are assumed not to change: 
(6.31) 
where S~>O, S~ =0, and S?O. The long-run effect of ¡* is amblguous, and 
depends on the ratlos of Interest effects to wealth effects In money 
demand and In the current account. S' .>0 If A/T >M /M . 
1 3 1 3 
The short-run solution is derived by assuming that 
E S -S =S(5 -S ) 
t t+l t t t' 
(6.32) 
where S is one minus the stable root of (6.30). Substltutlng (6.32) Into 
(6.28) yields to 
S =5 +[S(M -M )A r1[(M -1)dM +M dB +M dA +M di· +M dY l. 
t t 1 3 t 3 t 3 t 3 t-l 1 t 2 t 
Finally, 5 can be eliminated using (6.31). 
If M -M <0, the solutlon 
1 3 
(6.33) 
(6.34) 
has partlal derlvatives S~' >0, S~' =S' ~ <O. There is overshooting in the 
sense that S~'>51¡' If 5;. is positlve, then S~' Is also positive. The 
Income effect is ambiguous slnce the long-run and the short-run effects 
are of opposite signo 
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6.2.- ECONOMETRIC EVIDENCE. 
Table 6.1. reports estlmates of sorne of the synthetic equations we 
have just reviewed. 
The empirical evldence from Hooper and Morton's (1982) synthesis is 
supportlve In their original study for the U.S. Dollar effective rate 
during the 1973.11-1978.IV and 1973.03-1978.12 perlods, but leads to 
disappolnting results for the Sterling Pound effective rate durlng the 
1977.11-1981.11 perlod [Hacche and Townend (1983)) and for three major 
rates durlng the 1973.11-1982.1 perlod [MacDonald (1983)). 
Frankel's (1983) does not find support for his synthetlc model 
using data for the US$/DM rate durlng the 1974.01-1978.10 perlod. Nor 
does Frankel's (1984) study of flve major exchange rates for the 
1974.02-1981.07 periodo 
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7. -THE OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECASTlNG PERFORMANCE OF 
SOME REDUCED FORM ASSET MODELS. 
We have so far considered only the within-sample f1t of the reduced 
form asset modeis surnmarized in Tabies 4.1, 4.2, 5.1 and 6.1. A stronger 
test of the validity of a modei is to determine its out-of-sampie 
forecasting performance. Among the most influential empirical studies of 
exchange-rate forecasting models are those of Meese and Rogoff (l983a, 
1983b, 1985), which we describe beiow. 
Meese and Rogoff (1983a) compare both time series and asset modeis 
of exchange rates on the basis of their post-sample forecasting 
accuracy. The reduced form equations they test are the flexible-price 
monetary model [equation (2.6)1, Frankel's (1979) version of the 
sticky-price monetary model [equation (2.34) 1, and Hooper and Morton' s 
(1982) portfollo-monetary synthesis equation (6.18) with zero risk 
premium (r=O). The time series models they consider are the random walk 
model, the forward exchange rate, a univariate autoregression of the 
spot rate and an unconstrained vector autoregression of the exchange 
rate on all the explanatory variables in equation (3.6) plus cumulated 
domestic and foreign trade balances. The study is conducted for the 
US$/UKP, US$/DM, US$/JY and trade-weighted U.S.Dollar exchange rate 
using data from March 1973, the beginning of the f1oatlng, to June 1981. 
Initially, the models are estimated using data through the first 
forecastlng period, November 1976, and forecasts are generated at 
horizons 1, 3, 6 and 12 months. Then, the December data are added to the 
sample, the parameters are updated, and new forecasts are generated for 
the four time horizons. This recursive process contlnues untll 
forecasts are generated using June 1981 data. Forecasting accuracy is 
measured by three surnmary statistics that are based on standard 
syrnmetric loss functions: the mean error (ME), the mean absolute error 
(MAE), and the root mean square error (RMSE), defined as 
ME k-l r A IN N [ ] - s -s 
-EJ=o t+J+k t+J+k k' (7.1) 
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N 
MAE=E k-lll _SA IIN, 
J=O t+J+k t+J+k k 
(7.2) 
RMSE= {E Nk _1 [l _sA ] 21N }1I2 , (7.3) 
J=o t+J+k t+J+k k 
where k= 1, 3, 6, 12 denotes the forecast step, N
k 
the total number of 
A forecasts in the proJectlon perlod for whlch the actual value sl Is 
F known, and s t the forecast value. Forecasting begins in perlod t. 
Because we are looking at the log of the exchange rate, these statistics 
are unit free (they are approximately percentages) and comparable across 
currencies. Table 7.1 reproduces Meese and Rogoff's results, where the 
reduced forms of the asset models are estimated using Fair's (1970) 
instrumental variables technique to correct for first order serial 
correlation. From Table 4.1 we conclude that none of the asset reduced 
forms consldered out-perform the naive random walk model at any 
forecastlng horizon shorter than 12 months17• This result Is all the more 
striking since the reduced form forecasts are based on the actual 
18 
realized values of the explanatory variables and the coefflclents of 
the model are permitted to vary depending on the true forecast horizon 
adopted. Thus, two of the greatest difficulties in using structural 
models to produce forecasts are eliminated in the Meese and Rogoff 
estimation of forecasting efficlency. 
In a further paper, Meese and Rogoff (1983b) consider sorne posslble 
explanations for the failure of the reduced form asset modeis to 
out-perform the random walk model post-sample forecasts. In particular, 
They show, uslng the vector autoregression methodology, that the 
instruments used in simultaneous equations estlmated of asset reduced 
forms may not be truly exogenous and thus that the estimated reduced 
forms may be extremely imprecise. Toovercome this problem Meese and 
17 The Callure ol the unlvarlate time torles modela to beat the random 
walk modol l. Ilmllarly robusto 
18 Thla sune.la that "newI" 
Httle value In predlctlne: 
sU11 the pOBslblllly ol Borne 
aboul 
nominal 
types 
markel fundamental. 
exchange rates. 
ol neWB dlf'tlcull 
as polltlcal events, flnanclal crlaes, and central 
equlllbrlum exchante rates. 
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Appearl lo b. of 
However, there la 
lo quanUly, 8uch 
bankerr;' vlewl of 
Table 7. J. -Roo t mean square forecast er r ors (RMSEs) . 
Model: Random FPMM SPMM H-P 
Walk 
Exchange Horlzon 
Rate 
1 month 3.72 3.17 3.65 3.50 
US$/DM 6 months 8.71 9.64 12.03 9.95 
12 months 12.98 16.12 18.87 15.69 
1 month 3.68 4. 1 1 4.40 4.20 
US$/JY 6 months 11.58 13.38 13.94 11. 94 
12 months 18.31 18.55 20.41 19.20 
1 month 2.56 2.82 2.90 3.03 
US$/UKP 6 months 6.45 8.90 8.88 9.08 
12 months 9.96 14.64 13.66 14.57 
Trade- 1 month 1. 99 2.40 2.50 2.74 
we Igh t ed 6 months 6.09 7.07 6.49 7.11 
Do llar 12 months 8.65 11.40 9.80 10.35 
Sourc.a ...... an d ROlO" ( 1983 •• p. J31 • 
,-_.~-~_ .. 
Rogoff '1m pose coefflclent constralnts, based on theoretlcal and 
emplrlcal studles of the demand for money and purchasing power parlty, 
on the asset reduced forms and re-estlmate the RMSEs for the same perlod 
as Meese and Rogoff (J983a). Interestlngly, whlle they conflrm that the 
forecasting performance 'of the coefflclent-constralned asset models Is 
not superior to that of the random walk model for horlzons up to 12 
months, thelr flndlngs do suggest that these models sometlmes 
out-perform the random walk model when the forecasting horizon is longer 
than ayear (which was not possible because of degrees of freedom 
problems wlth unrestrlcted estimates In Meese and Rogoff, 1983a). As 
Salemi (J984) points out, thls tends to suggest that the spot exchange 
rate behaves Ilke apure asset prlce In the short term (l. e., 
approximately as a random walk) but In the longer term Its equllibrium 
value Is systematlcally related to other economlc variables, as the 
asset models predlct. Meese and Rogoff (J983b) suggest that the poor 
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post-sample performance of the asset reduced forms may reflect a 
mlsspecification of the demand for money, the Influences of a variable 
risk premlum, volatile real exchange rates, unsatlsfactory measures of 
Inflatlon expectations or a comblnatlon of these. 
Meese and Rogoff (1985) extend the analysls of thelr first two 
papers to conslder non-U.S. Dollar exchange rates (DWJY and DMlUKP), 
real exchange rates as well as nominal exchange rates (US$/DM, US$/JY, 
and USIUKP), and an extra three years of data for the post-sample 
forecasting period in order to cover the Reagan regime perlod November 
1980-June 1984. They also Improve thelr methodology by Implementlng a 
new test of out-of -sample flt that ls va lid even for overlapplng 
long-horlzon forecasts. They conclude that thelr results are "sllghtJy 
more favorable than the results of our earlier studles" (p. 18). They 
flnd that the sticky-prlce monetary model does do better than the nalve 
random walk model for the US$/JY and DMIUKP exchange rates and that the 
Hooper and Morton (1982) synthesls improves on the random walk model for 
the US$/UKP and DM/UKP exchange rates at all horizons. 
AfterMeese and Rogoff's seminal papers, there have been a number 
of attempts to evaluate the ex-post forecasting performance of 
structural exchange rate models which we now examine. Backus (1984) 
tests varlous versions of both flexible-prlce and sticky-prlce monetary 
models as well as portfolio-balance models for the CD/US$ exchange rate 
over the 1970s. His results are qualltatlvely identical to those of 
Meese and Rogoff (1983a). Several endeavours have al so been made to 
account for mls-specification of the money demand function as a possible 
explanation for the poor post-sample forecasting performance. For 
example, Woo's (1985) reformulated version of the EREM [to Include 
Goldfeld's (1973) type of partlal adJustment In demand for real 
balances) out-performs the random-walk model in predlcting the US$/DM 
exchange rate during the forecasting perlod from March 1980 through 
October 1981. A similar exerclse is conducted for the US$/UKP exchange 
rate for the period January 1980 to December 1982 by Finn (1986), who 
attributes the good forecasting performance of the model to the 
expllcit, and therefore more accurate, allowance for the dynamics of the 
explanatory variables. Hogan (1986) conslders the forecasting accuracy 
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of static and dynamic specifications of both flexible-prlce and 
sticky-price models, the latter motivating lagged adjustment 
considerations. He studies the AD/US$ exchange rate over the perlod 
September quarter 1981 to the December quarter 1984. Hogan concludes 
that the dynamic speclflcation of the sticky-price monetary model 
generates forecasts superior to the random walk model. Somanathan (1986) 
extends the dynamic specification to aH three models considered by 
Meese and Rogoff (1983a, 1983b) as weJl as to Frankel's (1982) 
flexible-prlce monetary model with financlal wealth as a determlnant of 
the exchange rate [equation (4.25)] and Branson et. a!,'s (1977) 
portfollo-balance model [equatlon (3.Sa)]. Somanathan's results for the 
DM/US$ exchange rate for varlous forecastlng periods show that the 
conslderation of lagged adjustment can contrlbute towards better 
out-of-sample forecastlng performance. 
The possiblllty of parameter variation over time has also been 
considered as an explanation of why the reduced form asset models fall 
to beat the random walk model out of sample. Wolff (1987) uses 
varying-parameter estimation techniques based on recursive appllcatlon 
of the Kalman :fi!terto improve the predictive performance of the models 
considered by Meese and Rogoff (1983a). He points out factors such as 
instablllty In the conventlonal money demand functions employed In the 
structural models, the occurrence of changes In pollcy regimes (Lucas 
(1976)) and factors leading to changes In the real exchange rate 
(changes in oi! prices, global trade patterns, etc), could lead to 
parameter instablllty in the reduced form equatlons. Wolff studies the 
same set of exchange rates as Meese and Rogoff (¡983a) for the period 
March 1973 to Aprll 1984. He finds that aHowing estlmated parameters to 
vary over time enhances the forecastlng performance of the models for 
the US$/UKP, US$/DM, and US$/JY exchange rates, the post-sample 
forecasts for the US$/DM exchange rate being better than those obtained 
from the random walk. Schinasi and Swamy (1989) conduct a similar 
exerclse applylng a general technique for estimating stochastic 
coefficients (described in Swamy and Tlnsley, 1980) that encompasses as 
a speclal case the Kalman filtering technique and extend the analysis to 
include also dynamic specificatlons of the models considered by Meese 
and Rogoff (1983a). They support Wolff's (1987) conclusions. 
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8·- EXCHANGE RATES AND THE ROLE Or "NEWS". 
In recent years the distinction between anticipated and 
unanticipated movements in exchange rates and its expianatory variabies 
has been emphasized in the llterature (see for exampie Dornbusch (1980), 
Frenkel and Mussa (1980), Frenkei (1981), Isard (1983), and Mussa 
(1984». The basis for that emphasis is the efficient market approach. 
The original concept of an efficient market is due to Fama (1965) 
who defined such a market as "a market where there are large numbers of 
rationai, profit-maximizers activeiy competing, with each trying to 
predict future market vaiues of individual securities, and where 
important current information Js almost freely avaJiable to al! 
participants" (p. 56). Thus, Jn an efficient market security prices at 
any time should ful!y reflect al! availabie information. 
In the foreign exchange market, if the particJpants are rationai 
and .rJsk neutral, expectations concerning future rates shouid be 
Jncorporated and reflected in forward exchange rates. Thus the forward 
exchange rate shouid be an unbiased predictor of the future spot rateo 
Hence a regression of the observed spot rate at time t on the forward 
rate determined at time t-l (where exchange rates are measured by 
naturai logarithms of currency prices of foreign exchange), 
t 
S =a+(3f +u 
t t-I t 
(8.1) 
shouid resuit in an estimated constant (~) not significantly different 
from zero, an estimated coefficient on the forward rate «(3) not 
signiflcantly different from one, and serial!y uncorreiated errors (u ). 
. t 
However, although the forward rate Js an unbiased predictor of the 
spot rate, it is not a particulariy good predictor [see, e. g., Hodrick 
(1987)]. 
Frenkei (1983) argues that changes in expectatlons between the time 
that the forward rate prediction is made and the spot rate is observed 
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explaln the forward error. These changes in expectations, which he calls 
"news", are based on information revealed after the forward contracts 
are made, but before the spot rates are realized. 
There have been several attempts to examine the role of the "news" 
in exchange rate determination. The key difflculty has lain in 
identlfying the variable which measures "news". Dornbusch (1980) 
distinguishes news of three kinds: news about the current account, 
cyclical or demand factors, and interest rates; Frenkel (1983) assumes 
that the news is irnmediately reflected in (unexpected) changes in 
interest rates; Bomboff and Korteweg (1983) generate news about money 
supplies using the Kalman fllter method; and MacDonald (1983) generates 
news about the interest rates using the Box-Jenkins (1970) methodology. 
Following Hoffman and Schlagenhauf (1985), we consider a wider set 
of variables in news form by using the different exchange-rate models we 
have reviewed in previous sections. Thus, from equation (1.2), the 
traditional flow modei suggests that unantlcipated changes in the spot 
exchange rate should be correlated with unanticipated changes in 
relative income, unanticipated movements in relative prices, and 
unanticipated changes in the interest rate differential: 
• • (i -i )-E (! -i »). 
t t t-I t t 
(8.2) 
From Section 1, we expect g( .) >0, g( .) >0, and g( .) <O, since a y-y p-p 1-1 
surprise increase in r.elative real income or in relatlve prices wl11 
cause agents to revise upwards their spending on foreign goods and, 
therefore, to expect a worse current account balance and a domestic 
currency depreciatlon; but an unexpected increase in the interest rate 
differential wl11 cause agents to expect capitai inflows and an 
appreciation of the exchange rateo 
From the Frenkel-Mussa-Bilson model, we have that the appropriate 
form of the unanticipated changes in exchange rates is either 
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(i -l· )-E (1 -l· )] 
t t t-l t t ' 
(8.3) 
from equation (2.6), or, 
• • (1[ -1[ )-E (1[ -1[ )] 
t t t-I t t' 
(8.4) 
from equatlon (2.7). 
From Section 2.1.1, we can assume that g • >0, g • <O, (m-m) (y-y) 
g( 1-1 • ) >0, for equation (8.3) slnce unexpectedly rapid domestlc relatlve 
money growth or an unexpected rlse in the domestlc Interest rate wlll 
cause agents to revise upward thelr expectatlons of Inflatlon If they do 
not think that the domestlc monetary authoritles will completely offset 
this shock. Higher expected domestlc Inflation will, all el se constant, 
result in a depreclation of the domestlc currency. On the other hand, 
unexpectedly rapld domestlc (relatlve) real growth will Induce the 
agents to revise upward thelr expectatlons of domestlc real growth, and 
therefore they will al so revise upward thelr expectatlons on the demand 
for domestic money. Hence they wlll expect the domestlc currency to 
appreciate. 
The news verslon of the Dornbusch (1976) stlcky-prlce monetary 
model [equatlon (2.29)] can be written as 
(8.5) 
Since a surprlse Increase in relative real activlty or a surprlse 
Increase In prices wlll be taken by agents as a slgnal of future 
inflatlon, it wlll have a depreciatlng effect on the domestlc currency, 
and therefore we expect that g( .»0 and g( .»0. On the other hand, p-p y-y 
a surprlse increase In money supply wlll cause agents to expect a fall 
in the lnterest rate (since prices are sticky In the short term) and an 
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appreciation of the domestic currency in foreign exchange markets. 
Hence, we expect that g - <O. (m-m) 
From equation (2.34), we can write the news form of the Frankel 
(1979) sticky-price monetary model as 
t • •• • s -f =g[(m -m )-E (m -m ),(y -y )-E (y -y), 
t t-¡ t t t-¡ t t t t t-¡ t t 
(8.6) 
where we expect that g(m-m -) >0, g(y_/) <O, gu-¡-) <O, and g(tt-tt-) >0, 
since we now have that an unexpected increase in relative money supply 
or in relative inflation will lead to unexpected depreciation in the 
exchange rate, while an unexpected increase in real activity or in the 
interest rate diff erential will lead to an unexpected appreciation in 
the exchange rateo 
From the portfolio-balance model's reduced-form equation (3.5), we 
have that unanticipated changes in the spot exchange rate can be 
expressed as 
> 
where, from the analysis in section 3.4, we expect gM>O, gB <O, gA <O, and 
g¡-<O. 
Finally, from Frenkel's (1983) synthetic equation (5.21), we can 
write the news version of the synthetic model as 
t - -S -f =g[(m -m )-E (m -m ), 
t t-¡ t t t-¡ t t 
• •• • (y -y )-E (y -y ) (i -i )-E (i -i ) 
t t t-I t t' t t t-l t t' 
. -(tt -tt )-E (tt -tt ) (b -a )-E (b -a JI 
t t t-l t t' t t t-I t t ' 
(8.8) 
where we expect that g(m-m -) >0, g(y_/) <O, gu-¡-) <O, g(tt-tt- ,>0, and 
g <O. (b-a) 
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9. - CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
Since the advent of relatively free-floating excha'lge rates in the 
early 1970s, a vast literature on exchange rate modelling has developed. 
Considerable progress has been achieved in identifying forces of 
importance for the advancement of our understanding of the determination 
of exchange rates. On the one hand, the monetary approach to exchange 
rate determination, in contrast to the traditional view, 
significant contribution in emphasizing the role 
has made a 
of financial 
transactions in producing exchange rate changes. This approach suggests 
that exchange rate changes result from stock disequilibrium emanating 
from the money market, rather than from the flow of receipts and 
payments arising from international trade. The monetary approach has 
also revived interest in the purchasing power parity (PPP) theory, 
stimulating an important debate on the nature of this theory. On the 
other hand, the portfolio-balance approach has underlined the 
significance of supplies of and demands for a wide range of different 
currency denominated assets in exchange rate determination, besides 
stressing the role of the current account in distributing wealth across 
countries. 
In this paper we have reviewed the theoretical models associated 
with those approaches, focusing on the implied reduced-form equations. 
We have also examined the empirical evidence on these models for 
the recent floating period, finding that econometric evidence on these 
models is mixed and inconclusive: they seem to work, to sorne extent, for 
the first period of the recent floating experience (i. e., 1975-1978), 
but they do not work so well in the 1980s. In addition, studies by Meese 
and Rogoff (¡983a, b) have Indicated that the explanatory power of 
econometric exchange rate models has been extremely poor. They conclude 
that models of exchange rates could not perform better than a naive 
random-walk model in the post sample forecasting tests, even when the 
explanatory variables used were the reallzed values during the post 
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sample periodo 
This so-called breakdown of the asset-market models was variously 
attributed to invalid cross-country restrictions, sirnultaneous equation 
bias, sampling error, and mis-specification of the underlying money 
dernand functions. 
Given that the empirical exchange rate lIterature does not give 
much comfort to any particular exchange-rate model, sorne of these models 
were extended by incorporatlng suggestions that have been previously 
fragmented in the literature, and synthetic equations that integrate 
elernents of both the monetary and portfolio-balance approaches were 
proposed. 
Finally, given the perception of the exchange rate as dependent on 
expectations concerning the future course of events (and, therefore, as 
very responsive to "news"), and the fact that a salient feature of the 
1970s and 1980s has been the continuous stream of new information about 
variables such as rnoney supply, interest rates and inflation, we 
presented the irnplernentation of the exchange-rate rnodels in a "news" 
¡contexto 
'i\ 
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AD 
CD 
CORC 
DM 
EREM 
FAIR 
FF 
FIML 
FPMM 
HL 
IV 
JY 
MES 
MFM 
OLS 
PBM 
PPP 
PTA 
) RMSE 
\SF 
SPMM 
SYNM 
TFM 
2SLS 
3SNLLS 
UKP 
US$ 
VAR 
APPENDIX: ABBREVIA TlONS 
Australian Dollar 
Canadian Dollar 
OLS with Cochrane-Orcutt procedure to adjust for serial 
correlation 
Deustchemark 
Equilibrium Rational Expectation Model 
Fair's Instrumental Variables 
French Franc 
Full Information Maximun Likelihood 
Flexible-Price Monetary Model 
Hildreth-Lu method to obtain iterative CORC estimates 
Instrumental Variables 
Japanese Yen 
Mixed Estimation (OLS imposing constraints) 
Mundell-Fleming Model 
Ordinary Least Squares 
Portfolio-Balance Model 
Purchasing Power Parity 
Spanish Peseta 
Root Mean Square Error 
Swiss Franc 
Sticky-Price Monetary Model 
Synthesis of the Monetary and PortfoUo Models 
Traditional-Flow Model 
Two Stage Least Squares 
Thre Stage Non-Linear Least Squares 
Pound Ster ling 
U. S. Dollar 
Vector Autoregressive 
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